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Part-Time Faculty

A Human Resources Development Approach

to Part-Time Faculty in the Community College

The increasing use of part-time faculty has become a matter of concern to many in the

community college. Part-time faculty are teachingan increasing proportion of classes,

and in many community colleges part-time faculty far outnumber full-time faculty. Why

have community colleges increased their use of part-time faculty? First, they are often

considered "faculty of convenience," hired when needed, with no guarantee of employment

from one semester to the next. Moreover, community colleges often use part-time faculty

as a cost-saving measure. Although their qualifications may be identical, theyare usually

paid less than full-time faculty, and they generally receive no benefits. Presumably the

lower rate of pay is justified because they are usually not expected to hold office hours,

nor are they expected be be involved in institutional service. As a result, most part-time

faculty do what they are expected to do. they come in, they teach their classes, and they

leave. Interestingly, because they are rarely on campus, department chairs end full-time

faculty often assume that the pert-timersare not interested in being involved. Finally,

there are often nagging doubts that perhaps the part-time facultyare really not as well

quelfied as the full-time faculty. From the administration's point of view, part-timers

are convenient and they ',Ir.., the college less than full-time faculty, but they do not seem to

be interested in being involved in the college, end they may not be well qualified to teach.

The frustrations of part-time faculty members have been the subject of many studies.

Some want a full-time position, but have instead settled for several part-time positions

in different community colleges to make up a full teaching load, thus becoming "freeway

fliers" or "academic gypsies." Some teach classes at as many as five or six different
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colleges. Other part-time faculty work full-time in business and come to the community

college to teach one evening class each week. Usually these pert-timers teach because they

enjoy sharing their knowledge and skills with students who are eager to enter the same

business or profession. Generally these part-time faculty who work full-time in business

have no interest in ultimately teaching full-time. Some part-timers may desire greater

involvement in the department. They often feel laolated because they rarely come into

contact with other faculty members in their department. for this reason, some part-time

faculty members may simply want on opportunity to meet other faculty members in the

department to exchange tans about the classes they teach. Some may even want to become

more involved in the department by helping to develop curriculum in their subject area,

and they may feel frustrated when they are locked out of the departmental decision-making

process. And part-time faculty are often frustrated at the lack of facilities which are

available to them, particularly in the evening: office space, clerical assistance, copying

machines, and other facilities which are needed as aids to teaching. Finally, some part-

time faculty members, particularly those from business or industry, may have no

previous teaching experience. If they are not assisted by experienced faculty members

when they are new, they may beam ,e frustrated simply because they feel inadequateas

teachrs. To sum up, there area number of factors which can cause frustration for part-

time faculty members in addition to a lower rate of pay, no benefits, andno guarantee of

employment from one semester to the next.

So two major issues emerge: first, from the administration's point of view there is

the concern that part-time faculty may not be well-qualified, are not involved, and may

not be interested in being involved in the college; and second, from the part-timers'

viewpoint there are multiple frustrations associated with part-time teaching positions.
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These are difficult issues to resolve, and for this reason meny community colleges may

have chosen to simply ignore them. However, by taking an attitude of human resources

development, community colleges may be able to come up with solutions to these co zerns

which will satisfy both the college and the part-time faculty members. The human

resources development approach recognizes the value of the individual as a potential

contributing member to the organization. If part-time faculty were viewed as a valuable

resource to the college, they would probably be treated very differently. The college

might feel a more pressing desire to resolve the frustrations in order to cultivate a pool of

well-qualified part-time faculty who would be an asset to the institution. In other words,

the college could benefit by taking advantage of the talents of pert-time faculty, and the

part-time faculty could benefit by having a more positive and supportive working

environment

This study will attempt to answer three questions. First, are the part-time faculty

well-qualified? Do they deserve to be viewed as a "valuable human resource" by the

institution? If the faculty are well-qualified, institutions will need to weigh the costs and

benefits of providing higher salaries and additional services, such as clerical support,

office space, and faculty development activities, in order to attract end keep the well

qualified faculty. Second, what are the frustrations of the part-time faculty, and how can

institutions resolve the frustrations in order to cultivate a high quality pool of pert-time

faculty? It may be possible for institutions to greatly reduce some of the frustrations of

part-time fealty with very little effort and no cost. And finally, are pert -time faculty

interested in greater involvement? If so, how can colleges increase the participation and

involvement of part-time faculty to take advantage of their expertise? For instance, in

vocational fields, part-timers who are currently working in the profession may be

7
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encouranged to help plan curriculum because they are more keenly ware of the skills and

knowledge necessary to gain employment in the field.

It is expected that this study will result in a greeter understandingof the

characteristics of part-time faculty by looking at their qualifications,frustrations, and

involvement. Through a better understanding, college administrators may be able to

manage part-time faculty in a more positive way, by using a more positive human

resources development approech to benefit both the college and the part-time faculty.

U
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Review of the Literature
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When did community colleges start using part-time faculty, end for what reasons? In

the 1930's community colleges, generally called "junior colleges," employed secondary

school teachers and university professors to teach individual courses in specialized

subjects for two reasons: first, it was felt that it would be better to hire part-time

faculty who were specialists in specific topics rather than hire full-time generalists,

particularly in the sciences; and second, the curriculum could be better coordinated by

hiring part-time faculty from the institutions that sent students to the junior colleges,

and the institutions that received the graduates of junior colleges (Cohen & Brewer,

1989). Community colleges continued to use part-time faculty to teach highly specialized

coursework in areas that could not support a full-time faculty position, such as special

foreign languages and religions, In addition, part-time facultywere often hired in career

fields in order to provide students with a very current perspective. By the mid-1970's,

however, only two-thirds of part-time faculty were employed in full-time jobs

elsewhere. Many pert -time faculty were young graduate students whowere working

part-time in order to gain access to potential full-time openings.

It is common knowledge that the number of part-time faculty in higher education has

increased dramatically since the 1960's. The number of part-time faculty employed

nationwide in all colleges increased from 82,000 in 1960 to 220,000 in 1982 (Bowen &

Schuster, 1986, p. 61). In 1982 part-time faculty accounted for 32 percent of the

faculty in four-year colleges ( Hartleb & Vilter, 1986, p.16), and thirteen percent of all

full-time equivalent faculty were part-timers (Bowen & Schuster, 1986, p. 61).
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In 1953, part time faculty represented 48 percent of all community collegefaculty,

but by 1968 this had decreased to only 34 percent. In 1987 the percentage of part-time

faculty increased again to 58 percent of all two-year faculty (Cohen & Brewer, 1989, p.

77). Bowen and Schuster attribute the heavier use of part-time faculty to declining

prosperity in higher education, the need for flexibility in staffing due to shifting

enrollments in programs, and the availability of an abundance of Ph.0's who had been

unable to gain full-time academic employment (1986, p.61).

In California part-time faculty represent 60 percent of all community college

faculty, and part-timers teach about one third of all class how 3 (California Community

Colleges Board of Governors, 1987). It is estimated that nationwide in community

colleges part-time faculty teach about 25 percent of all class hours (Commission on the

Future of Community Colleges, 1988, p. 12). In 1987, 40 percent of all part-time

faculty were in two-year colleges, yet only 17 percent of all full-time faculty were in

two-year colleges. (Chronicle, 1989, p.46).

tivatlitjgaufftbgggEbitu F ulty

Why do part-time faculty choose to teach part-time? A University of Virginia study

of part-time faculty from 14 colleges and universities indicated that the most important

motivation for teaching part-time was intrinsic (Leslie, Kellams, & Gonne, 1982, p.41-

45). They teach for reasons of personal satisfaction: for enjoyment and fulfillment, for a

stimulating environment, or for the prestige associated with college teaching. The second

motivation was professional: the opportunity to bring current practices into the

classroom while maintaining a primary profession in business. The third motivation for

teaching part-time was termed "careerist:" those hoping to teach full-time, but

temporarily settling fcr part-time work. Finally, the fourth motivation was economic,
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although the researchers found that, because of the low pay, this was generally the least

important reason for teaching part-time. In a Nebraska study of part-time faculty in

non- credit programs, similar motivations were found. The reasons for teaching which

received the highest rankings were intrinsic and professional: "because I learn by

teaching"; "because it is a personal pleasure"; "to share my ideas, knowledge, or skills";

"because I am interested in the subect matter and want to advocate it"; and "because it

gives me a sense of accomplishment" (Morton & Newman, 1984).

Several studies have attempted to categorize part-time faculty Into different mutually

exclusive groups. Probably the most widely known is Tuckman's typology (1978) which

was developed from data collected in a 1976 AMP-sponsored national study of 10,000

part-time faculty. Tuckman categorized part-timers into the followingseven mutually

exclusive groups; semi-retired persons (2.8 percent); graduate students teaching in

institutions other than the one in which theyare studying ( 21.2 percent); "Hopeful full-

timers," those who hold part-time positions but want a full-time position (16.6

percent); "Full- mowers," those who have a full-time position at another institution or

in business and teach pert-time (27.6 percent); "Homeworkers" who do not want full-

time employment because they are taking care of children or relatives at home (6.4

percent); and "Part- mooners," those who teach pert-time at several institutions (13.6

percent). In addition, time are the "Part- unknowners" who do not fall into any of the

above six categories and account for 11.8 percent of part-time faculty. It is somewhat

difficult to determine conclusively that these groups ere, in fact, mutually exclusive. For

instance, it is likely that many faculty who are "Part-mooners" might also consider

themselves "Hopeful full-timers." Oraduate students might also be "Hopeful full-

timers," and semi-retired persons could be "Part-moorws" who teach at several
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institutions. In addition, the "Part-unknowners" category is somewhat unclear: do they

fell into several groups, or none of the groups?

George 8. Vaughan, president of Piedmont Virginia Community College in

Charlottesville has a somewhat more simple approach to the typology of pert-time faculty.

Vaughan believes that part-time faculty members fall into roughly two categories: the

Independents" who have mother full-time job and are not striving for a full-time

teaching position, and the "dependents" who are committed to teaching are are hoping for a

full- time position (1986, pp. 24-25).

Many studies of the characteristics of part-time faculty have been conducted at single

institutions. Hillsborough Community College in Tampa, Florida conducted., survey of

part-time faculty in 1977. From the results of this survey, Quayle developed another

typology of part-time faculty with three categories: Education Professionals (35

percent), those who are employed full-time or part-time as teachers at other educational

institutions; Noneducation Professionals (26 percent), those who are employed full-time

outside the teaching profession; and Permanent part-timers (44 percent), those who

desire a full-time position in the community college (Leslie, Kellams, & Ounne, 1982,

pp. 38 -40). As with Tuckman's typology, it is possible that there is some overlap

between the Education Professionals and the Permanent part-timers groups.

Mary Louise Turgeon completed in extensive study of the part-time faculty at Corning

Community College in upstate Nev York (1983). Turgeon found that part-time faculty

were younger than full-time faculty, and slightly ovar half were female. In addition, about

40 percent of the part ,timers worked full-time in another job, 25 percent taught part-

time so they could care for a child or relative at home, less then ten percent were teaching

part-time because they could not find full-time work, and only 6 percent worked part-
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time In another institution. Turgeon's results were somewhat different from those in

Teckman's typology which was based on a national study of part-time faculty in all

colleges, not jubt community colleges.

These studies indicate clearly the difficulties in making generalizations about part-

time faculty. It is very likely that their characteristics will be somewhat different in

each Institution, depending on local conditions, institutional size, and other unique

Institutional characteristics. For this reason, it is important for each institution to

become familiar with the characteristics of their own part-time faculty through an

institutional study rather than attempting to use date from national surveys to make

generalizations about the characteristics of part-timers.

Dlsadventeaes of Pert -tune

One of the advantages of utilizing part-time faculty is that many are content experts

who may be used for teething specialized classes (Quigley, 1986), Tucker ( 1984,

p.364) cites eight additional advantages to employing pert-time faculty: they cost less

than full-time faculty; the commitments of the college are fewer; they generally have a

positive attitude; they are usually up to date in their fields; they are an excellent source

of recruitment for full-time positions when openings occur; theymay understand the

part-time students and their problems better than their cull-time counterparts; they are

rarely unionized; and they provide a vital link with the local community from which they

are drawn, in addition, part -time faculty mfr add vitality to programs by providing new

ideas, and they can be hired to meet changing student demands, providing the institution

with increased flexibility. For instance, part-time faculty usually teach evening and

weekend classes and off-campus extension classes which may at times and locations

considered to be less desirable by full-time faculty.

13
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Several additional advantages of part-time faculty have been noted by other writers.

In her visits to community colleges in 35 states, Carol Eliason ( 1980) noted en additional

benefit of part-time faculty: institutions can sometimes meet affirmative action

guidelines by increasing the participation of females rxxl minorities through part-time

employment. Ernst and McFarlane (1978) list three major advantages of using part-

time faculty in en administration of justice program which would be true in any

vocational or professional program: sharing professional expertise Fined from the field;

providing role models for students who wish to enter the field; and offering professional

liaisons which enhance the program and provide career opportunities for students.

Finally, Barbara Ann Scott notes that in addition to 'the economic advantages offered by

part-time faculty, they also offer an opportunity to try out new specialized courses or

programs before making a full committment by hiring tenure-track faculty ( 1983).

However, Tucker (1984) also notes some of the problems associated with part-time

faculty: they feel exploited with respect to salary; there is a lack of program continuity

when a large share of the faculty is part-time; they are not available for student advising

which imposes heavier than normal counseling responsibilities on full-time faculty; they

are suspected of devoting insufficient time and effort to their course preparations; they do

not contribute to institutional service such as committee work and curriculum

development; when they outnumber full-time faculty it is feared that departmental

program governance could be taken ever by part-timers; and the frictions between full

and part-time faculty members may be disruptive to a program (pp.364-365). Some

believe that they weaken the inelftution because of a lack of full committment to teaching

(Hairston, 1985). Moreover, research has shown that part-time faculty who do not have

en adequate on-going support system may actually damage the reputation of the college

1
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(Bremlett & Rodriguez, 1982-83). Ernst and McFarlane (1978) note the difficulties of

building a cohesive college faculty if many are part-time. This can adversely affect the

coordination of course content, uniform standards of student performance, and continuity

of Instruction. The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching offers the

following assessment of part-time faculty working conditions:

"Pert-time faculty operate under unfavorable conditions: no office,
lack of time on campus, usually hired on short-term contracts.
Because of a fragmented schedule, It is difficult for them to develop
deep institutional commitments, end their connections with other
faculty and with students are tenuous at best. The spirit of community is
weakened" (Boier , 1987, p. 137).

Bowen and Schuster (1984) believe that if colleges stopped depending heavily on

part-timers, openings for thousands of well-qualified full-time faculty would result.

Among the disadvanteps of using part -time faculty mentioned by Bowen and Schuster are

the fact that they are not available for student advising, and they d13 not participate in

educational policy-making. For this reason, the burden of institutional service is heavier

on the full-time faculty. Bowen and Schuster take the position that dependence on pert -

time faculty is a serious problem, end that institutions should retreat from the practice of

employing part-timers (p.64).

The American Association of University Professors in its 1986 report on non-tenure

track appointments, notes that the practice of hiring professors without prospects for

tenure may have long-term negative implications for attracting aspiring scholars to

academic jobs in the future: ". . . the continuing proliferation of these temporary positions

filled k underpaid instructors with low status and no job security -- seems

shortsighted and counterproductive" ( Heiler, 1986, p.23).

1 lo
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la summary, instutitions benefit from using pert -time faculty because they are cost-

efficient and they often provide current.perspectives in business and professional fields.

In addition, many part-time faculty enjoy the opportunity to share their expertise, But

institutions are concerned about the lack of program continuity and the lack of community

which result from using part-timers. And part-time faculty are concerned about the low

rate of pay and less than desirable working conditions. Finally, en ethical question must

be considered when weighing the advantages and disadvantages of using part-time faculty:

should institutions bring their budgets into balance through inequitable pay to group of

qualified individuals?

Qyalitv tPert-time Facultv.

College enrollments have recently been shifting to include a greater number of adult

students who attend college in the evening, and who typically encounter part-time faculty

who teach evening classes (Tucker, 1984). For this reason, colleges should ensure that

the quality of the part-time faculty is good for this increasingly important segment of the

student population, Tucker notes, "if part-time instructors are either unhappy with

their conditions of employment or inadequately skilled to do a satisfactory job of teaching,

the resulting student dissatisfaction could affect enrollments" ( p.366).

Bowen & Schuster (1986) state that although many part-time faculty are "highly

capable and add to the quality and diversity of available talent" ( p,63), many are of

"mediocre talent and training." They mention the suspicion that "the average ability level

among them is lower then that for full-timers, though there is no hard evidence on this

matter" (p.63).

Despite the suspicions of lower quality which are commcn in higher education, some

studies have suggested that in many cases part-time faculty are better teachers than full-
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time faculty because they have a more current perspective on the field, and they often

bring a freshness to the classroom that is lacking in full-time faculty ( Kekke, 1983). It

is interesting that when evaluations of full-time and pert -time faculty were compared in

several different studies, no significant differences were found (Snyder, 1987).

However, Sworder found that because students perceive that part-time faculty are ler

desirable than full-time faculty, they are less likely to enroll in classes taught by part-

timers . The Conference on College Composition and Communication, in their "Statement of

Principles and Standards for the Postsecondary Teaching of Writing," recommended that

college writing programs replace part-time instructors with full-time tenured faculty

members "who we both prepared for and committed to the teaching of writing" (Watkins,

1989). Again, this statement indicates a perception that part-time faculty who teach

writing are somehow less prepared and less committed than full-time faculty.

Because of this concern about the quality of part-time faculty, the California

Community Colleges Chancellor's Office completed a study of part-time instruction in

January, 1987. The study notes that part-time faculty In vocational fields bring specifi.:

expertise to the classroom which full-time faculty are less likely to have, although hard

evidence was not provided in the study. Generally, full-time faculty were found to have

higher acectemic credentials than part-time faculty, although part-timers held more

professional degrees (California Community Colleges Office of the Chancellor, 1987,

p.29). A similar study of Illinois community college part-timers also indicated that full -

time faculty generally had higher academic degree attainment then part-time faculty

( Illinois, 1987). However, a national study of part-time faculty in private two -year

colleges indicated somewhat different results: 86 percent of the colleges reported that
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their part-time faculty and full-time faculty had an equal amount of formal education

(Smith, 1986).

In another comparison of full-time and pert-time faculty which used data drawn from

the Center for the Study of Community Colleges' surveys of hums. :it; and science faculty

(Friedlander, 1980), it was determined that full-time faculty had significantly more

teaching experience than pert-time faculty; full-time faculty had higher academic degree

attainment; full-time faculty were more likely to use a variety of instructional media

such as overheads, slides, and videotapes, (although many part-time faculty stated that

they did not have recess to media equipment); and full-time faculty were more involved in

academic professional activities, including reeding scholarly journals, attending

professional meetings, all presenting papers at professional meetings. However, part-

time faculty who teach in several different institutions often leck sufficient time for

professional involvement. It should also be noted that this comparison of full-time end

part-time did not include information about the currency or extent of involvement in the

field of study for faculty in professional and vocational fields.

The selection process is an important determining factor in the quality of part-time

faculty. Too often it becomes a last-minute process in which marginal candidates are

hired Those who hire part-time faculty should consider the candidates as carefully as if

they were candidates for full-time positions, because once they are in the classroom there

should be no difference in the quality of instruction for students. In order to select good

candidates consistently, a systematic recruitment and hiring process must be organized

which spells out specifically who initiates the hiring process, how long the search process

takes, who interviews the prospective part-time faculty member, what are the criteria
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for selection, how full-time faculty are involved in the process, and how much lead time

must be given to the prospective part-time faculty member (Maher & Ebben, 1978).

The evaluation process is important in maintaining the quality of part-time faculty.

it is critically important for the college and the department to communicate clear

expectations of performance to all part-time faculty members (Maher & Ebben, 1978).

In response to an article written by a part-time faculty member in gingmagazine,

Joseph Zelan, Dean of the School of Liberal and Professional Arts at John F. Kennedy

University wrote, "We would never tolerate the lapses in professionalism described by

Dr. Moitland . The author's practice of having students debate an issue while she used

the time to prepare for class and grade papers would be revealed by our class visits and by

student feedback." Zelan concludes, "Institutions that permit their part-timers to engage

in shoddy practices probably let their full-timers doso too. Part-time faculty do not

deliver sub-standard instruction; sub-standard institutions 03" ( 1987). It is the

responsibility of the institution to provide en on-going system for the regular evaluation

of all part-time faculty in order to ensure the quality of instruction provided bypart-

timers (Ernst & McFarlane, 1978). In addition, faculty development workshops on

instructional methods should be made available on a regular basis for part-time faculty

who wish to improve their teething skills.

The quality of part -time faculty will continue to be debated, and incorrect perceptions

about the quality of pert-time faculty are not likely to disappear overnight. It is true

that in quantitative comparisons of the qualifications of full-time and part-time faculty,

the full-time faculty tend to be better qualified. However, in evaluations of part-time and

full-time faculty, they appear to be evenly matched. Is it possible that the part-time

faculty are actually more talented teachers because they somehow manage to do the same

1
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quality of work as full-time faculty but with less formal preparation? in any event, to

ensure a consistently high quality cif instruction it is important for colleges to make the

same serious commitment to the recruitment, hiring, evaluation, and development of

part-time faculty as they have for full-time faculty.

frustrations of Pqrt-time Fetidly,

Pert -time faculty members may initially be excited about teaching a college class.

However, many pert-timers quickly bane disillusioned. They are not a part of the

mainstream of the college, they are paid less than full-time faculty, and they may even be

perceived by some full-time faculty as inferior (Biles & Tuckman, 1986; Hairston,

1985; Quigley, 1986; Townsend, 1986; Flynn et al., 1986). Judith Oappa notes

additional working conditions of part-time faculty which are likely to produce stress:

absence of participation in decision-making, inadequate performance evaluation, last

preference in workload end assignment, end job insecurity ( 1987). The 1986 AAUP

report on non-tenure track appointments notes that part-time faculty ". . find

themselves frequently at the margins of departmental and institutional life. la many cases

they are neither required nor expected -- and often not permitted -- to advise students,

to play a role in faculty personnel and budget matters, or to participate in the development

of curricula and the formulation and implementation of academic policy" ( Heller, 1986,

p.26).

In a 1978 meeting at New York University, one part-time faculty member summed up

the poor working conditions (Scott, 1983, p. 189):

"Each semester many of us must teach one or more courses at severe'
institutions in order to accumulate a minimal living salary. Lack of
institutional affiliation, numerous course preparations, and traveling
from school to school inhibits our ability to actively participate in
student and departmental affairs and further our own professional
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careers. Although most adjucts are fully qualified for full-time
university positions, the job market In higher education has relegated
us to an indeterminate position as 'academic piecworkers'."

Many part-time faculty have written about their poor working conditions in higher

education publications as well as in major newspapers andnews magazines. The focus of

the majority of these articles is the issue of equitable par. In a letter to the Los Angeles

Times, nine part-time faculty members pointed out that part-time faculty are paid

considerably less then full-time faculty, they must travel to several colleges to havea

full teaching load, and they have little time for research or for making improvements in

their courses (Done% at al., 1988). Roselle Lewis, a part-time English teacher at

Valley College in Los Angeles since 1969 wrote that the revenue generated by part-time

faculty is the same as the revence vt.. Teed by full-timers, yet those who teach part-

time "subsidize our more fortunate colleagues, end the college district practices 'cost

effective' education" ( 1989). In response, a letter to the editor notes the irony of a "two-

tier" employment system in state-supported community colleges. The writer believes

that rich an inequitable system would be shut down immediately by the government and by

unions if it were found in private industry (Jonsson, 1989).

Mother common theme in articles written by part-time faculty is the lack of full-

time positions and the difficulties associated with teaching in several institutions. In a

study of part-time faculty satisfaction, Kuchera and Miller found that if the part-time

faculty member perceives the full-time college market to be poor, he or she will have a

lower level of commitment and will spend less time on the job ( 1988). However, some

part-time faculty eventually gain full-time positions. Alice Ray, an assistant professor

of English at California State University, Los Angeles, had been a "freeway flier" for five

years before attaining her present tenure-track position. One semester she drove 80
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miles a day to teach five classes at three different colleges (Bowen, 1987). An

anthropology instructor who is now teaching full-time at Santa Monica College had taught

up to wen courses a semester at three different colleges because there were no full-time

positions available (Borden, 1989). Unfortunately, these are not isolated cases, but two

examples of a common working condition among one segment of part-time faculty: those

who would like to teach full-time but have instead created full-time work by teaching at

several institutions.

Christine Maitland has written several articles about the poor working conditions of

pert -time faculty in which she outlines clearly the difficulties of the "freeway fliers"

who teach at several institutions ( 1987). In addition to the poor pay and job insecurity,

she observes that each college has different policies and procedures, and different

academic calendars which must be remembered by part-time faculty teaching at several

institutions. Moreover, part-time faculty often spenda significant amount of time

preparing for a course which may be cancelled at the beginning of the semester if

enrollment is low (1989). Maitland recommends a seniority structure for part-time

faculty to allow those whose classes have been cancelled the first right of refusal for other

classes that are available.

In response to an article about the coming shortage of college professors which

appeared In ilitoanigksugghsaismatigns two part -time faculty members wrote

letters recommending that colleges and universities give top priority to existing part-

timers when replacements are hired for the many full-time faculty who will be retiring

soon. They reasoned that existing part-time faculty are experienced and well-qualified

individuals who have a strong desire to teach. So it would make more sense for colleges to

dram from this existing pool rather than trying to find other sources of full-time faculty
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such as retirees or brand new graduate students (Bennett, 1990; Esbjornson, 1990).

Another part-timer with 17 years of teaching experience notes, "Longtimeptirt-time

faculty with many valuable years of experience are ignored when full-time positions

become available and are never told of such openings" ( Friedman, 1989).

Finally, part-time faculty are concerned with their lack of status in the institution.

Wilkie and Oriessman cell them "The Hidden Professoriate" (1979). They observe that

part-time faculty constitute a second professoriate who are "a loose aggregate of disparate

individuals who can be observed on most campuses." A part-time English teacher notes

that when she was a full-time replacement for one semester she was treated with respect

and acceptance by other full-time faculty. But when she went back to teaching part-time

the following semester she was ignored She writes, "My former office mate who only the

semester before had regaled me at length now barely twitched his mouth as we passed in

the haw ( Birnberg, 1989). Mother part-timer notes that when applying for full-time

positions, the part-time status at that school "rather than enhancing him to full-time

faculty, often carries instead a very reel stigma of 'Just' part-time, regardless of his

expertise, experience, and commitment to that school" (rimer, 1989).

This lack of status is related to the inequitable treatment of part-time faculty. Abel

calls them the "secondary workforce:" they receive lower pay, lack Job security, have no

means for promotion, and are the first to lose their Jobs in lean times (1984). Berns()

points out that part-time faculty who do not perform satisfactorily are simply not hwctd

again. But full-time tenured faculty who nave become lax in their performance are

usually not terminated. So part-time faculty are held to higher standards of performance

than full-time faculty, simply because of their temporary status ( 1980). Institutiois

must consider this "inequitable treatment" seriously. In other words, perhaps the

C^,
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standards for evaluation should be increased for tenured faculty to match the standards

which are enforced on part-time faculty. If full-time faculty do not meet these standards,

perhaps procedures for termination could be initiated by the institution.

What can institutions do to resolve some at the frustrations of part-time faculty?

Judith Qappa offers five suggestions for colleges which would improve the working

conditions: integrate part-time faculty more fully with full-time faculty to give them a

sense of worth and belonging; provide equitable compensation; develop a clear evaluation

system which aims to improve teaching effectiveness; provide opportunities to participate

more fully in departmental decision-making; and provide some Job security for different

categories of part-time faculty ( 1987, p. 41). A part-time English teacher recommends

that institutions allow part-timers to teach several courses at the same institution so that

they might qualify for equitable pay and benefits if not tenure ( Delehant, 1989), Finally,

an administrator recommends that colleges provide equitable pay end status for part-

timers who have been certificated by the institution after a three-year probationary

period similar to the probationary period for full-tithe faculty (Arden, 1989). In

general, colleges should make a serious attempt to revolve the frustrations of part-time

faculty if they want to retain a well-qualified and well-satisfied group of part-timers.

For this reason, and for ethical reasons, colleges should consider the equitable treatment

of part-time faculty as a part of their normal operating procedures.

Par t

It is no secret that it requires more time and energy to manage many part-timers than

to manage a few full-timers. In addition, part-time faculty usually have a high turnover

rate, which means orienting a significant number oi new part-time faculty each semester.

Finally, because of the high turnover, there is an increased need to recruit new part-time

r:
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faculty, which also involves significant management time. So, in reality how much money

is being saved by hiring many part-time faculty when management time Is considered?

David Leslie (1989), director of the Institute for Studies in Higher Education at Florida

State University, recommends that institutions whose objective is maintaining or

improving quality shr I carefully analyze the management overhead inherent in the use

of largo numbers of pah time faculty.

One recommended method for managing part-time faculty Is a mentoring program In

which full-time faculty are teemed with part-time faculty to provide assistance and

informal evaluations throughout the semester (Nolan, 1988). Although It takes some

time and effort to organize a mentoring program and to train the mentors, the long-term

benefits to the institution and to the Individual part-time faculty members can be

substantial. In addition, faculty mentors reduce the amount of supervision required by the

department chair or a campus administrator, while providing greater individual attention.

Another management model recommends the appointment of en administrative position

for the supervision of all part-time faculty (Carson, 1988). This administrator would

have the responsibility for orienting part-time faculty, providing instructional

workshops for part-time faculty, and facilitating communication with part-time faculty.

In addition, the administrative supervisor of part-time faculty could relieve the load of

the department chairs by taking some responsibility for recruiting, hiring, scheduling,

and evaluating pet-time faculty. However, in most cases it would probably be necessary

for the department chair to continue to be actively involved In these prorzsses because of

the content knowledge which is often required to effectively hire and evaluate faculty.

Donald Orieve, a well-respected consultant in the area of part-time faculty

management, offers several suggestions for those who manage part-time faculty ( 1988).
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First, Grieve recommends that pert-time faculty managers should be assertive in

establishing the importance of part-time faculty and in being an advocate for part-time

evening students. It is important to insist on the availability of full services for faculty

who teach in the evening and for students who attend classes in the evening. At the same

time, Orleve nom that it is risky to become politically involved in issues of salary and

faculty rights for part-time faculty. Second, he recommends en organized, systematic

approach to the recruitment and hiring of part-time faculty in order to take the time to

hire good quality faculty and to avoid "panic hiring" right before the start of the semester.

Third, Grieve believes that it is important to have a good working relationship with the

department chairs in order to effectively implement the goals and strategies for the

management of part-time faculty. Finally, he recommends that the office of the college

Manager of Part-time Faculty should provide direct support to part-time faculty through

printed materials and an on-going series of faculty development activities.

Those who manage part-time faculty may be department chairs who are responsible

for part-timers in their department, or managers of pert-time faculty for an entire

college. Although it is time-consuming to manage part-time faculty, it is important for

colleges to recognize the importance of good management practices by providing extra

support especially for part-time faculty. The extra attention and courtesy given to part-

time faculty will result in increased morale and will probably lead to the retention of high

quality part-time faculty. Through effective management practices, the college will

benefit by reduced management costs in the recruitment, hiring, and orientation of part-

time faculty if high quality part-time faculty ore retained,
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One of the common complaints about part-time faculty members is that they are

rarely on campus: they come only to teach their classes. Fart of the problem is that most

part -time faculty members are not required to hold office hours, and many have no

offices. Moreover, there is often a lack of time due to multiple commitments, The Houston

Community College System (HCCS) was concerned about the lack of involvement of its

part-time faculty which constituted 75 percent of the total faculty. A survey of the part-

time faculty members revealed that they were interested in further contact and

developmant (Brarns, 1983, p.39). This would seem to indicate that despite the barriers,

part-time fealty are interested in becoming more involved with the college.

Colleges must make decisions about the extent of involvement of pert-time faculty,

end then make their expectations clear. Are they expected to be involved in departmental

atfairs, such as curriculum development, departmental governance, committee work, and

student advisement? If part-time faculty are willing to take on these additional

responsibilities, they may also expect additional compensation (Tucker, 1984). Vaughan

(1986) recommends that colleges encourage those hoping for a full-time teaching

position to become more involved in the department curricula meetings and in campus

committees. These forms of involvement integrate the part-time faculty member more

fully into the college, and may provide fresh input for the department end for the college.

The only danger is that an increased level of involvement may result in unrealistic

expectations, and ultimately a higher level of frustration for those who are hoping for

full-time positions. However, increased involvement in departmental and college

decision-making activities is likely to result in a more positive climate for part-time
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faculty because their opinions would count and they would be treated as full, rather than

peripheral, members of the college community (Greenwood, 1980).

Involvement of part-time faculty members may also be accomplished through

increased communication. In its part-tile faculty development program, Hagerstown

Junior College in Maryland includes workshops, campus tours, and interview sessions

which are intended to open the lines of communication between pert -time faculty

members, the full-time faculty, and administrators. The pert-time faculty of Hagerstown

are also provided with a weekly information bulletin which includes the names of

administrators and counselors who are on duty in the evening that particular week

(Persons, 1980). Opportunities for increased communication give part-time faculty the

opportunity to conveniently ask questions or solve problems.

To improve the quality of performance of part-time faculty, they should be integrated

into the mainstream of the college. If part-time faculty are more fully integrated and

involved in the college, student retention may increase. Essex Community College in

Maryland discovered that high student attrition was related to the fact that pert -time

faculty were not using all of the college resources that were available. Because they were

not able to refer students with problems to appropriate campus offices to get help or

information, some students may dropped out (Albert & Watson, 1980). Truckee Meadows

Community College in Reno, Nevada solved a similar problem by providing all part-time

faculty with detailed information on the availability of student services in order to assist

them in helping to meet the needs of the students. In a part-time faculty workshop, a

special session includes information on meeting the unique needs of various student

populations. In addition, all part-time faculty are given a tour of the student development
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complex to better acquaint them with the services available for students (Davidson,

1983).

Another method which may increase the involvement of part-time faculty is extending

a special invitation to part-time faculty for all-campus or department events, including

faculty meetings, special events, holiday parties, luncheons or dinners, lectures, and

cultural and athletic events. In addition, meetings could be held several times each year

which bring the college administration, department chairs, and part-time faculty together

for the specific purpose of discussing campus issues and other issues of importance to the

part-time faculty (Ginsburg, 1988).

The implications for colleges are clear. Many studies have shown that part-time

faculty want more involvement. If part-time faculty are integrated more fully into the

college, it is likely that the quality of instruction may increase, student retention may be

positively affected, and the attitude of the part-time faculty is likely to be better if they

are treated as en important part of the operation of the college. For may reasons, it is in

the best interest of the college to find ways of more fully integrating and involving part-

time faculty.

kalqmg ragUcklyieitgolk

Colleges should realize that they are likely to reap many benefits if they provide

faculty development opportunities for their part-time faculty. In addition to increasing

the instructional skills of part-time faculty, the workshops are likely to cause greater

involvement and communication But it is also important to look at faculty development

from the part-timer's point of view. A college with a good program of faculty development

may be considerea as a more desirable college, and faculty development opportunities are

likely to be "perks" for those who want to enhance their careers. Michael S. Cain,
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associate professor of English at Catonsville Community College in Maryland makes this

point effectively: "Adjunct faculty have a stake in their own development. Seeking to

further their own persooel and professional growth, they recognize that continued

increases in professionalism will benefit them. Development, then, does not need to be

forced; it needs only to be available (1988). Unfortunately, previous studies have

indicated that part-time faculty are usually not included in faculty development activities

( Peterson 01982).

However, the literature is rich with articles which make recommendations about the

need for an on-going program of faculty development for part-time faculty. Usually

exemplary programs are cited as examples. In general, twu basic themes emerge: the

need for a strong orientation program which includes a handbook for part-time faculty,

and the desirability of an on-going program of instructional skills workshops.

First, part-time faculty require a thorough orientation to the philosophies, policies,

practices, and procedures of the college, Sheri Bidwell, assistant to the Vice President for

Academic Affairs at Columbus State Community College in Ohio believes in the importance

of a strong orientation program for part-time faculty, because if part-time faculty are

not well oriented enrollment is likely to be adversely affected, Bidwell stated at a

conference on part-time faculty, "I truly believe that unless we orient our faculty,

support them, and give them the skills they need to succeed in the classroom, then our

students don't keep coming back"( 1988). Topics for a thorough part-time faculty

orientation include basic procedures such as roll-keeping and how to dreg and add

students, administrative contacts at the college, and teaching tips (Biles and Tuckman

1986, pp. 129-132). Results of a survey of part-time faculty members at 53 colleges

which belong to the League for Innovation in Community Colleges revealed that most part-
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time faculty are interested in receiving more information about "nitty gritty" college

procedures, such as faculty evaluation standards, adult students, and the possibility of

obtaining a full-time position (McMillen, 1986; Williams, 1985). In a study of part-

time faculty in Clerk County Community College, Nevada, Pedras found that, in addition to

standard policies and procedures, new part-time faculty also need to be oriented to the

mission of the college and need to pin a clear understanding of the legal aspects of dealing

with students ( 1982). Each college may want to supplement these topics with current

issues or problems which are local in nature.

In the Houston Community College District (HCCS), a survey of part-time faculty

revealed that they would be willing to devote some additional time to faculty development

activities. Based on the results of a needs assessment, the first projects were the

production of en orientation videotape and a series of travelling workshops on

instructional techniques. In addition, en "HCCS Survival Six-Pack" was developed for the

part-time faculty. The "Six Pack" included printed materials on the following topics:

General Orientation, Essential Policies and Procedures, Teaching Adult Learners, College

Communication, Student Services, and Professional Responsibilities, Evaluation, and

Orowth (Brams, 1983, p.42).

Judith McGaughey (1986), dean of adult and continuing education at La0uardia

Community College in New York also suggests making an orientation videotape available to

new and part-time faculty members before the start of the new semester. Faculty

members may check out the videotape and view it at home prior to the start of the new

semester. Such a videotape would supplement , not replace, printed materials.

Frequently colleges assume that anyone with an M.A. or Ph.D. can teach. However, this

is not always true. A full professional development program for part-time faculty should
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induct the basics of college teething: syllabus writing, lecturing, leading discussions,

designing individualized learning experiences, and designing and evaluating tests of

various types. Boyar and MacKenzie recommend giving new part-time faculty copies of

excellent course syllabi as models ( 1987). Maguire suggests that at the department

level, full-time faculty could create very detailed course outlines with more descriptive

class objectives, methods, and assignments to share with part-timers. This would be one

method of helping a new part-time faculty member to develop a good plan for the semester

which could be transformed into o very effective end detailed syllabus ( 1983).

A list of suggested competencies for part-time teachers of adults was developed by the

Center for Resource Development in Adult Education at the University of Missouri in

Kansas City. The following are a few of the twenty-four recommended competencies which

may be addressed through faculty development workshops: effective communication

skills, knowing how to create a positive learning environment, adjusting teaching to

eccomodate individual and group characteristics, maintaining the learners' interest,

providing continuous feedback to learners, and relating classroom activities to the

experiences of learners (Mocker & Noble, 1981). The University of Maryland's

University College helps part-time faculty members through a program which includes

many of the above competencies. In addition to teaching methods, they emphasize

developing skills to meet the special needs of adult learners (Mangan, 1987).

Brooms ( 1983) suggests that, based on the results of the IICCS study, part-timers are

eager to learn, but have limited time. Therefore, faculty development activities for part-

time facutty must be short, convenient, and relevent. Hinds Junior College in Mississippi

addressed the special needs End limited time of part-time faculty members by developing

four one -day modules which focus on teaching techniques and curriculum development.
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Part-time faculty members participate one day each semester for four semesters

( Palmer, 1986). A similar program is offered by Burlington County College in New

Jersey. Part-time faculty attend en "institute" for five, three-hour sessions on

sequential Batumi:1y mornings. Workshops are facilitated by experienced full-time

faculty. Burlington provides two incentives for attending the institute first, a stipend is

paid for completing the required work and for attending sessions; and second,

completion of the institute meets one of the requisites for advancement on the salary

schedule (Pierce & Miller, 1980). It has been found that spreading the workshops over a

longer period of time gives faculty members a better opportunity to absorb the material

and a chance to use what they've learned before the next workshop (Rabelais & Perritt,

1983).

Another method for ensuring good teaching skills in new part-time faculty members

is a mentoring program similar to the ones used by Vista College and Los Mendanos College,

two community colleges in California, (Palmer, 1986; Elioff, 1983; California Post-

Secondary Commission, 1987), and University College in Cincinnati, Ohio (Napoli,

1963;. In all of the mentoring vograms, experienced faculty ( usually full-time) are

teemed with new part-time faculty to provide assistance and guidance as needed. Vista

College is a noncempus community college in California whose teaching staff consists

primarily of part-time faculty. At Vista, the most experienced part-time faculty

members assist new faculty members by conducting workshops on all aspects of teaching

and learning and by p oviding individualized assistance to new part-time faculty.

In addition to the mentorinq program, Los Mendanos College has an extensive program

of professional development activities specifically for part-time faculty, including

sabbaticals, workshops, conferences, and travel grants. Each year part-time faculty at



Los Mendanos participate in a total of nine days of faculty development activities based

around a common theme (California Post Secondary Commission, 1987). This is en

exemplary program which indicates a strong commitment to the professional development

of pert-time faculty.

With the advent of California Assembly Bill 1725, funding is now provided to all

California community colleges for the specific purpose of staff development far

administrators, full-time and pert -time faculty, and classified staff. Five million dollars

were distributed among the 106 California Community Colleges in 1988/89, and again in

1989/90. A study of the faculty development in California commnity colleges before the

A.B. 1725 funding indicated that many of the programs and workshops were planned and

facilitated by members of the faculty for presentation to their colleagues. Faculty

generally received grants or released time to work on staff development activities

( Berman, Weiler Associates, 1987). The first evaluation of the effect of A.B. 1725 on

staff development (Alfano, et al., 1990) indicated that the additional funding has enabled

colleges to expand the staff development activities that had been underway before the

funding. In addition, many colleges have added more activities, funded additional

sabbaticals, and expanded staff development activities to include part-time faculty. At

this time it expected that the A.B. 1725 funding for staff development in the community

colleges will continue and may be increased in the future. In California, this new funding

has provided an incentive for the expansion of development activities which might allow

community colleges to set up an extensive staff development program specifically for

part-time faculty similar to that which exists at Los Mendanos College.

In summary, colleges should provide a good program of orientation for part-time

faculty so they may become familiar with the college before they begin teaching. In
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addition, colleges should plan a series of instructional skills workshops for part-time

faculty who may have had little or no previous teaching experience, or for those who

simply want to improve their teaching skills. In planning such workshop,

important to consider the schedules of part-time faculty. It is best to offer faculty

development workshops at intervals throughout the semester so instructors have an

opportunity to use whet they learn during the semester. In addition to providing

opportunities for part-time faculty to gain new teaching skills, faculty development

workshops provide an opportunity to meet other faculty and to gain a stronger sense of

involvement with the college.

Policy Issues and Recommendetions

Why should colleges be concerned with adopting policies which enhance the position of

part-time faculty? First, It is likely that part-time faculty will continue to teach a

significant proportion of classes in community colleges, particularly in subject areas

which require current content expertise in a professional field. Second, it is likely that

many college students, especially the adult student population in evening classes, receive

their first exposure to the college or to a subject area from a part-time instructor

(Plante, 1987). If colleges acknowledge these two realities, they will realize the

importance of formulating policies to ensure the quality of part-time faculty through

careful recruiting and evaluation. In order to recruit and retain high quality part-time

faculty, policies must also be formulated which provide greater respect and support to

part-time faculty.

In a study of part-time faculty in the California community colleges, Katrin Spinetta

( 1990) examined the effects of the employment of large numbers of part-time faculty on

department coordination, curriculum divelconent, quality of instruction, student
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advising, and other teaching responsibilities. This study found that several "model"

districts had contributed to the professionalization of part-time faculty through

recognition, status upgrading, participation in departmental decision-making, and faculty

development. This resulted in improved satisfaction, morale, and effectiveness among

part-time faculty in these districts. Spinetta recommends the following policies: the

California Education Code should be amended to include a new classification of permanent

part-time faculty who have all of the rights, responsibilities, and privileges of full-time

faculty on a pro-rata basis; efforts should be made to improve the wage disparity between

full-time and part-time faculty; end collective bargaining units should include

representation of part-time faculty.

In California, the Master Plan Review Ommissien recommended that districts employ

faculty who teach six or more units on a contract basis. The Joint Legislative Committee

on the Master Plan proposed a pilot test of two year "rolling contracts" for part-time

faculty who would have the same responsibilities as full-time faculty, including advising

students and developing curricula. California Assembly Bill 1725 includes an

appropriation of $52.8 million for three years, from 1987 through 1990, to encourage

districts to reduce their dependence on part-time faculty. By 1990 all districts should

have used these funds to convert part -time positions to full-time positions so that full-

time instructors would be teaching 75 percent of the class hours. In addition, the

California Community Colleges Boer of Oovernors proposed several new policies which

address additional support for part-time faculty, including programs of institutional

orientation, professional development activities, mentoring programs, departmental

clerical support, and full pro-rata compensation for part-time faculty who have the same
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responsibilities as full-time faculty (California Community Colleges Board of Governors,

1987).

The National Education Association ( 1988) adopted a policy resolution in 1986 which

Is similar to the California policies:

The National Education Association believes that part-time faculty
should be employed only when en educational program requires specialized
training or expertise not available in the full-time faculty and when the
need for such training and expertise does not justify more then half-time
employment. Part-time faculty should receive the same salary and fringe
benefits as full-time faculty prorated according to the workload. The
Association also believes that part-time faculty should not be employed for
the primary purpose of reducing instructional budgetsor for the purpose
of reducing the number of full-time faculty positions.

In addition, the NEA also advocates the same academic due process rights which are

granted to full -time faculty, including timely written notice of reappointment, the right

to file grievances, equitable peer evaluations, and some form of employment security after

an appropriate probationary period.

Collective bargaining has been seen as a way for part-time faculty to gain some of

desired rights and privileges, as well as an equitable pay structure. However, as Howard

Tuckman notes, "Increases for part-timers are perceived as opposite to the interests of

full-timers" (Heller, 1987). For this reason, full-time faculty are not likely to include

part-time faculty in their own collective bargaining units. At several four-year colleges,

part-time faculty have successfully organized into a collective bargaining unit which is

separate from the union for full-time faculty. In 1986 the part-time faculty of the

entire University of California system sinned its first contract to represent over 25

hundred lecturers, adjunct professors, and temporary faculty members. Marde Gregory, a

union le der and instructor at UCLA believes that it is much better for part-time faculty

to bargain separately (Heller, 1987). Although bargaining units specifically '`or part-
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time faculty have some advantages, it is a tremendous challenge to attempt to organize a

group which has no offices, diverse interests, and may not be teaching in the same

institution from one semester to the next. A study of campus unions done by the National

Center for the Study of Collective Bargaining in Higher Education at Baruch College in New

York revealed that the number of newly organized adjunct faculty bargaining units had

increased significantly between 1983 and 1987 (Douglas, 1988). This growth in

unionization is attributed to several factors. First, part-time faculty started to recognize

that they were not represented by unions for full-time faculty. Second, academic

unionists recognized that part-timers were ripe for unionization. And third, the

character of pert-time faculty has changed to include a significant number whose only

employment is part-time teaching, usually in several institutions. These faculty are

more interested in increased teaching loath, increased job security, better pay, and the

availability of health insurance and other benefits than those who work full-time

elsewhere.

in general, there are a number of movements to change policies in order to increase

the status, pay, and rights for part-time faculty. Legislative bodies, individual colleges,

and unions are a)1 likely to have an impact on these issues in the future.

Conclusion

The review of the literature points to some important trends in the use of part-time

faculty. Ths number of part-time faculty is continuing to grow. Although most part-time

faculty teach because they enjoy teaching, many teach part-time ct several institutions

because they have been unable to find a full-time teaching position. One of the major

advantages of using part-time faculty is the fact that they are content experts who often

bring a very current perspective to a class. However, the disadvantages include poor
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working conditions, and extra management time. Although the degree attainment of part-

time faculty t3 generally lower than full-time faculty, student evaluation of teaching is

about the same for both groups. Still, there are nagging doubts among many full-time

faculty and administrators that pert-time faculty are somehow "lower quality" faculty.

As 6 result, part-time faculty feel many frustrations associated with this "second-C1356

status," including poor treatment by full-time faculty, poor pay, lack of job security,

!ack. of opportunities for involvement, and the lack of full-time positions. Those who

manage part-time faculty also face numerous frustrations: the extra time which is taken

up with recruiting end orienting new pert-timers each semester, as well as the extra

time spent in supervising and evaluating many part-time faculty rather than a few full

time faculty. Faculty development may provide some solutions for the frustrations of both

the part-time faculty and those who manage part-time faculty. Orientation programs,

mentoring programs, and an on-going program of instructional workshops are likely to

absorb some of the management load while enhancing the quality of part-time faculty and

integrating part-time faculty more fully into the institution. Finally, colleges, districts,

and states should consider policies which will improve the working conditions and resolve

the frustrations if they are interested in attracting and retaining a high-quality pool of

part-time faculty. This is the concept of the human resources development approach to

part-time faculty: recognizing the value of part-time faculty by improving the working

conditions and by providing opportunities for professional growth and development.
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Methodology

The data used in this study were gathered during the Fall semester, 1988, at Fullerton

College, a large suburban community college in Southern California with a student

population of about 20,000, a full-time faculty of approximately 300, and a part-time

faculty of approximately 375 to 4!00 each semester. The entire population of 432

Fullerton College part-time faculty was surveyed. However, within the first two weeks of

the semester it is toormal for many classes to be cancelled due to low enrollment. Many

part-time faculty who had been scheduled to teeth classes often find that they do not have a

class to teach if the enrollment for their class falls below sixty percent of the

predetermined class size. Or, if classes of full-time faculty are cancelled, full-time

faculty members will often need to take over evening classes from part-time faculty

members iti order to fill out their full teaching load. For this reason, the population of

part-timc faculty was ultimately reduced to 371 by the second week of the semester.

Surveys which were returned by those whose classes were cancelled were discarded.

The survey was administered at the part-time faculty meeting at the beginning of the

semester on August 16,1988. Surveys were sent through the campus mail to the part-

time faculty who did not attend the meeting. The majority of the surveys was collected at

the end of the meeting and during the first two weeks of the semester. Two weeks after the

initial meeting on August 30, a reminder notice was sent to all part-time tacuity

members who had not yet returned their surveys. A second reminder natio with a second

copy of the survey was sent two weeks later on September 13 to those who had not

returned the surveys. A third reminder notice with a third copy of the survey was sent

one month later on October 12. Finally, a fourth reminder notice was sent with a fourth

copy of the survey on November 14. ( See Appendix A for reminder notices.) By December
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9, near the end of the semester, a total of 314 surveys had been completed and returned,

for a return rate of slightly over 84 percent.

The Instrument

The survey instrument ( see Appendix A) included five sections which measured

teaching methods used, interest in faculty development, involvement in the college and in

the division, professional involvement in the field and in teaching, and demographic

characteristics.

The variety and scope of teaching methods used by part -time faculty were measured in

the first section. In addition, this section also measured the variety of methods used to

evaluate student work and the amount of information provided about the class to students at

the beginning of the semester.

The purpose of the second part of the survey was to measure the level of interest in

foray development activities, including possible topics for faculty workshops, the best

times to offer faculty workshops, the desirability of a booklet for part-time faculty, and

the infwmatton that would have been helpful to know when starting to teach at Fullerton

College. Interest in faculty development was measured to determine if it would be

worthwhile for the college to provide activities specifically for part-time faculty.

The third section measured the involvement and communication of the part-time

faculty, irr4lixling how frequently part-timers talked to the division dean and to other

division faculty, the amount of guidance they received from the division dean and faculty

when they were new, how frequently they attend division meetings, the feelings of

involvement with the diviaion and with the colle=ge, and the desire for greater involvement.

From this information en involvement profile of the part-time faculty could be developed

to show how involved they are, isnd how involved they would like to be.



Professional characteristics were measured in the fourth section to determine the

length and depth of teaching experience at Fullerton College end in other schools and

colleges; for faculty in vocational subjects, the length and currency of experience in their

professional fields; and the extent of the outside commitments of part-time faculty.

Teaching background at Fullerton College was measured with the following variables:

number of years teaching at Fullerton College, teaching primer i ly thy or evening classes,

aye of students taunt, number of hours per week teaching at FulleMon College, number of

different classes taught, number of students taught, desire for a full-time position, and

teaching in a vocational or academic subject area. The professional experience of those

teaching in vocational areas was measured with their current involvement in the field and

number of years spent working in the field. The outside teaching commitments were

measured with the following variables: part-time teaching; full-time teaching, total

number cf hours per week teaching ( in addition to Fullerton College), number of different

classes taught, and number of students taught. From this information a :rofessionai

profile of the pert -time faculty members could be developed which would indicate both

teaching background and professional experience.

Finally, age, gender, and educational level were measure, in the fifth section of the

survey. A demographic profile of the part-t" me faculty could then be compared with the

same characteristics of the full-time faculty of Fullerton College. In addition, these

variables were measured so that they might used in the analysis of other variables.

Analysis of_ tQ,tg

In the preliminary data analysis, the frequencies were tabulated for each variable

(Sea Appendix B ). Professional involvement in the field was tabulated only for those who

were teaching in vocational suoject areas. Involvement variables were tabulated only for
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those who were not new faculty members, because those teaching for the first time in the

Fall 1988 semester had not yet had an opportunity for involvement.

Nine structural characteristics of part-time faculty were used for a further analysis

of the data which included chi square analysis, discriminant analysis, multiple regression

analysis, and t-tests. The first two structural characteristics* Division type and length of

teaching, had multiple categories which were mutually exclusive. Three of the structural

characteristics were dichotomies: vocational or academic; male or female; and day or

evening. The four remaining characteristics indicated whether or not part-timers

clacsified themselves as Hopeful Full-timers, Moonlighters, Full-time Teachers, and

Freeway Fliers. These four were dichotomies, not mutually exclusive groups.

1. Divisie tvoe. Fullerton College has thirteen divisions which were

grouped into five "division types" for this study. "Math and Science" includes three

divisions: Mathematics, Biological Sciences, and Physical Sciences. "Career" divisions

are those which are both ecado lc and vocational: students in these programs usually

transfer to four-year colleges to continue their studies, but theyare often able to begin

work in the field with a two-year degree or certificate. "Career's divisions include

Communications (Radio /Television, Journalism, Public Relations, Photography), Fine

Arts (Theater Arts, Music, Art), Home Economics (Child Development, Nutrition,

interior Design, Fashion Merchandising), Library Science, Physical Education, and

Student Development (Career education). "Liberal Arts" includes two divisions:

Humanities ( English, Speech, Fereign Languages), and tecitil Sciences ( History,

Philosophy, Psychology, Economics). lwo divisions, "Business" and "Vocational and

Technical Education" were not combint,d with any others because they each have a large

contingent. of part-time faculty, and each is quite specific in purpnse. The Business



Division provides students with skills in computer science, accounting, marketing, and

management which have direct business applications. Students in Vocational and Technical

Education learn trades for direct employment, including cosme=tology, automotive service,

construction, electronics, and drafting.

2agagmkggis The following increments were used in measuring the length of

time teaching at Fullerton College: first semester ( brand new faculty), up to one year of

teaching completed, two to five years of teaching completed, six to ten years of teaching

completed, and over ten years of teaching completed. In the analysis of the involvement

variables, only the high (over ten years) and low ( up to one year) were used.

3. Hopeful Full: 1100. This group includes part-time faculty who answered `yes"

to the survey question "Do you hope to eventually teach full-time?"

laagaimilmlitgat Respondents categorized themselves as "Vocational" or

"Academic" faculty by responding to the question, "Do you teach in a primarily vocational

subject or a primarily academic subject?"

jmigaggimniag Demographic information was requested in thesurvey.

L_QAtgyjklaigi. Part-time faculty who responded that they teach day classes or

day end evening classes were classified as "Day" faculty. Those who responded that they

teach only in the evening were classified as "Evening" faculty.

7T Moanligljters. Respondents who said that they ere currently working full-time in

their profession were classified as "Moonlighters." This category does ad include those

who teach full-time.

11111-Ltigrizgra. This category includes those who teach full-time at another

institution: high school, another two-year college, or a four-year college.
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911agattiljn. Those who teach part-time ir at least one other college, two-year

or four -year, were classified as "Freeway Fliers."

First, chi-square analysis was used to determine significant relationships between

the nine structural characteristics of the part-time faculty and the following twelve

involvement variables (for those who were not new faculty members).

frequency of conversations with division dean

frequency of conversations with department chair

frequency of conversations with other faculty members

desire to meet more faulty

when new, having received good guidance from a full-time faculty member

when new, having received good guidance from the dean or department chair

regular rnamos from the division dean or department chair

attendence at division or department meetings

feelings of involvement with the college

feelings of involvement with the division or department

desire for greater involvement with the college

desire for greater involvement with the division or department

Multiple regression analysis was then used to determine which of the twelve involvement

variables were the strongest predictors of eight of the nine part-time profile variables.

Because division type is nominal data, it was analyzed with discriminant analysis rather

than multiple regression.

The one nine structural characteristics of part-time faculty were analyzed by using

the following twelve professional pre, 1 He variables. First, chi-square analysis was used to
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find significant relationships, then multiple regression analysis was used for all

characteristics except division type. Discriminant analysis was again used in analyzing

division type with the professional profile variables,

Professional Profile ysitbles

number of years of part -time teething at the college

teaching day or evening classes

number of hours of teaching per week during the Fall semester

number of different classes taught during the Fall semester

hoping to teach full-time

teaching in a vocational or academic discipline

current full-time employment in the profession

current full-time teaching in another institution

current part-time teaching in other institutions

age

gender

highest degree earned

Chi square analysis was also used to determine if significant relationships existed

among the following involvement variables for faculty who were not new:

feelings of involvement with the college and feelings of involvement with the division

desire for greater invot,ement with the college and desire for greater involvement

with the division

current involvement with the college and desire for greater involvement with the

college
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current involvement with the division and desire for greeter involvement with the

division

desire to meet more faculty and desire for greater involvement with the college

desire to meet more faculty and desire for greater involvement with the division

Multiple regression analysis was also used to predict the four following involvement

variables with all other involvement variables: current involvement with the division

and with the college, and desire for greater involvement with the division and with the

college.

Chi square analysis was usel to determine if any significant relationships existed

between receiving good guidance ds a new faculty member from the division dean or

department chair and the involvement variables.

Two multiple regressions were used to predict the number of teaching hours with the

involvement variables and the professional profile variables. T-tests were also used to

compare the mean number of hours taught at Fullerton College with all characteristics

except division type. Finally, T-tests were used to compare the mean number of teaching

hours with the four involvement variables: current involvement with the division and

with the college, and desire for greeter involvement with the division and with the college.
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Results

The Called results of the frequency analysis are in Appendix B. Results of the

statistical analyses may be found in the tables in Appendix C.Fri
The part-time faculty at Fullerton College may be characterized by the follov, Ing

demographic attributes: nearly seventy percent are between the ages of 30 and 49, nearly

60 percent are male, and over sixty-six percent have a master's degree or doctorate. Of

those who classified themselves as "Academic" faculty, over 65 percent have a master's

degree, and over 22 percent hold a doctorate.

The division with the greatest number of part-time faculty at Fullerton College is the

Business Division with over 26 percent of the part-time faculty, followed by Humanities

with nearly 16 percent, Technical Education with 13 percent, Fine Arts with nearly 10

percent, Social Sciences with nine and a half percent, and Math with slightly over nine

percent. These divisions represent the two major vocational education areas, and the four

major General Education academic fields. The divisions which employ the smallest

number of part-time faculty are the Library, Student Development, Physical Sciences,

and Biological Sciences. According to their own self-classification, 40 percent of the

part-timers teach in primarily vocational fields, and 60 percent teach primarily

academic subjects.

Although part-time faculty use a variety of teaching methods, the most popular

method by far is the traditional lecture, which is used by over 93 percent of pert-time

faculty. Class discussions are used by nearly three quarters of part-timers. Question and

answer review of material and hands-on activities are each used by over half of the part-

time faculty. About one third of the part-timers use each of tha following teaching

4J
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methods: small group discussions, overhead transparencies, videotapes, and writing

activities during class. Less than ten percent use computer-aided instruction.

Of all of the forms of evaluation used by part-time faculty in gi wing students, student

attendance was the most frequently used evaulation, used by over seventy percent. Nearly

two thirds of the part - timers used the following three forms of student evaulation: a

cumulative final examination, class participation, and multiple choice tests. About half

used midterm exams and short answer tests. Over one third used the following forms of

evaluation: penalties for missed deadlines for assignments, true-false tests, fill-in tests,

and essay tests. About one quarter of the part-time faculty use lab projects in class,

graded in-class writing assignments, and regular writing assignments. Written reports

without footnotes or bibliography were used by 22 percent, end formal research papers

with footnotes and bibliography were used by only slightly over 10 percent. Oral reports

in class were used by nearly twenty percent, and formal speeches in class were used by

less then five percent.

Almost 97 percent of part-time faculty give their students a course outline or

syllabus at the beginning of the semester, nearly 94 percent provide grading criteria for

their students, and over 63 percent provide a week-by-week class schedule. In addition,

over one fifth of the part-time faculty also give their students additional handouts,

including student questioneires, assignment lists, lists of required materials, lab

requirements, and additional class material.

Part-time faculty showed interest in a variety of potential staff development topics.

They appeared to he I the greatest interest in topics related to the improvement of

teaching. Over 45 percent would like a workshop on motivational techniques for the

classroom. About OW third were interested in each of the following topics related to
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instruction: how to incorporate new teaching methods, general college teaching

techniques, increasing student retention, and teaching underprepared students. Over half

responded favorably to the idea of holding staff development workshops on non-teaching

weekday evenings, and over 40 percent would like such workshops an Saturday mornings,

Almost half would like workshops during the fall semester, nearly 40 percent prefer

workshops to be before the start of the spring semester or during the spring semester,

end about one third would like workshops to be held before the start of the fall semester,

In addition, over 82 percent felt that an information booklet would be helpful.

In an open-ended question in which part-time faculty were asked to state "whet didn't

you know that you wished you had known from the beginning," slightly over 4 permit

responded that they were very satisfied with the orientation they had received. Almost 20

percent would like to have known more about college policies and procedures, end five

percent wanted more information on department policies end procedures. Slightly over

ten percent would have liked more information on teaching techniques. About ten percent

would like to have known more about the workingconditions, including the lack of full -

time teaching opportunities, the salary schedule and pay increases, the high drop-out

rate, and the number of underprepared students. Over five percent wanted to know more

about the availbility of teaching assistance, including clerical help for typing and

duplication and the availability of audio-visual materials end equipment. About four

percent noted that they could have used some basic information about tha college, including

a map, parking instructions, a class schedule and catalog, and information about services

available to evening students. A few pert -time faculty mentioned that they would like

more information about the terms of academia and how to market college classes.
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How often and how much do part-time faculty communicate with others on campus?

Tabulations for faculty who were not new in the semester the survey was administered

revealed the following information. Over one quarter of the part-time faculty talk to

their division deans once a month, and about 17 percent talk once per week. However, 28

percent talk to their department chairs once per week, and 29 percent talk once per

month. Over half talk to other faculty in the division once per week, but 37 percent

seldom talk to faculty from other divisions. Over half of the part-time faculty would like

to meet more faculty.

Guidance for the majority of part-time faculty when they were new came from the

Division Dean or a full-time faculty member, and only occasionally from another part-

time faculty member.

How involved are part-time faculty (who are not new) in their departments or

divisions? Over 87 percent receive regular memos from their division deans, but over

82 percent do not attend division meetings. Most do not attend because they are

unavailable when the meetings are held. About 72 percent feel "somewhat involved" or

"slightly involved" with Fullerton College and with their divisions. Over 20 percent feel

strongly involved with their divisions and over 15 percent feel strongly involved with

Fullerton College. The majority of part-time faculty, over 60 percent, are interested in

greater involvement with their divisions end with Fullerton College.

In an open-ended question, all part-time faculty were asked, "Wile. could Fullerton

College or your division do to mike your job as a part-time instructor balder?" Almost

twelve percent responded that they were very satisfied with Fullerton College. However,

about 43 percent of the part-time faculty had a variety of suggestions for improvement.

Slightly less then six percent stated that they would like an increase in salary and
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benefits, and another six percent would like office space. Over five percent stated that

they would like more teaching hours or a full-time position. Less than five percent

mentioned that they would like to feel as if they were more a pert of the team through

greater recognition and being included in division activities. Four and a half percent said

specifically that they would like to be included in departmental meetings and in

departmental curriculum decisions end planning. About three and a half percent felt that

more communication was needed, and that staff development activities would be helpful.

Over 17 percent of the part-time faculty were new to Fullerton College this semester,

about 19 percent had been teaching at Fullerton College one semester to one year, and over

26 percent had been at Fullerton for six to fifteen years. Seventy-three percent teach in

the evening only, and 98 percent teach in one division. Thirty-six percent teach students

between the ages of 18 and 25, and over 26 percent teach students between the ages of 18

and 45. The mean number of hours taught by each part-time faculty member is 5.71

hours, and each part-time faculty member teaches between one and two classes.

Altogether, part-time faculty teach a total of approximately 12,000 students. Most part-

time faculty, nearly 60 percent, teach between 20 and 50 students each semester.

Slightly over half of the part-time faculty, about 56 percent, would like a full-time

teaching position at any college. Over one third of the pert -time faculty hope to teaut

full-time at Fullerton College.

Of the vocational faculty, over 85 percent are currently working in the profession in

which they teach: over 58 percent work full-time, nearly 18 percent work part-time,

and nearly 9 percent do freelance work in their profession. Nearly 90 percent of the

vocational faculty have worked full-time in their field, and less than two percent have

never worked in their field. Of the 18 vocational faculty who are not currently working
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in the profession, three stopped working a year ago, two each stopped working two, three,

and five years ago, three stopped work between six and ten years ago, and four have not

worked in their profession for more than ten years. Over 27 percent of vocadonal part-

time faculty have worked over twenty years in the profession in which they teach, 31

percent have worked between fifteen and twenty years, twenty-two percent have worked

ten years, and ten percent have worked five years. Less than ten percent of the vocational

part-time faculty have worked fewer than five years in their profession.

More than 63 percent of the part-time faculty do lot teach part-time at another

college, but 21 percent currently teach part-time at other two-year colleges. Over 12

percent teach full-time in high schools, and less than five percent teach full-time in

another two-year or four-year college. The mean number of hours *aught at other schools

or colleges is 6.88 hours, with a mean of 1.16 classes. Over 18 percent of the part-time

faculty who teach in other schools or colleges teach over 100 students there.

Involvement Profil CM e ti le R and Discriminant Anal 1s f

faculty who were not new. (Detailed results in Appendix C.)

Division Tym. Of the twelve involvement variables, six showed a significant chi

square relationship (significance less than .001) between the type of division and

involvement (see Table 1). The "Career" faculty tended to talk most frequently with the

envision deans, department chairs, and other faculty in the division. Those in the

Business division talked the least with the department chair and with other faculty, and

"Vocational/Technical" faculty talked the least with their division dean. "Career" faculty

and "Vocational/Technical" faculty attended division meetings more than these in other

divisions, and "Business" faculty attended division meetings less than others. Chi square

analysis (significance less than .05) indicated that "Business faculty" and "Career
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faculty" were more involved in their divisions than those in other divisions. Finally,

"Liberal Arts" faculty showed a desire for more involvement in their division, and

"Vocational/Technical" faculty tended not to want more involvement in the aivision

(significance less than .05r.

The Discriminant Analysis of involvement variables ny division type correctly

classified over half of the cases (see Table 28). The involvement variables best predicted

the Business faculty (75.5 percent correctly predicted), then the Vocational and Technical

Education faculty (51.5 percent correctly predicted), Liberal Arts faculty (47.2 percent

correctly predicted), and Career faculty (46.9 percent correctly predicted). The Math

and Science faculty were not predicted well by this model ( 11.1 percent correctly

predicted). This model indicated similar results to those in the chi square analysis.

Business faculty scored highly on aF .unction 1," which means that they tended to talk to

other faculty less frequently and attended division meetings less than those in other

divisions. Career faculty scored highly on "Function 2," indicating that they were more

likely to talk to their division dean or department chair, end they were likely to desire

greater involvement in their division. Liberal Arts faculty showed a high negative score

on "Function 3," which indicated an interest in muting more faculty and a desire for

more invoi.dment in their division and in the college. Vocational/Technical Education

faculty showed a high negative score on "Function 1," but a high positive score on

"Function 2." This indicates that they talk frequently to other faculty and they attend

meetings, but they talk to the division dean and department chair infrequently, and they do

not want more involvement in the division.

Lenoth efigging. In the chi-square analysis, three of the twelve involvement

variables produced significant relationships ( less than .05) with years of teaching part-
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time at the college (See Table 2). First, those who feel the most involved with the college

have been teaching part-time at the college for over ten years. However, unlike those who

have been teaching up to one year, they do not want more involvement in the college or in

the division. The results of the multiple regression analysis (R square=.09) indicated

that those who have been teaching longer have no desire for greater involvement in the

division and tend to talk less frequently with the department chair than newer part-time

faculty (See Table 29).

"Hogfful Full-timers" Three of the twelve involvement variables showed a

significant relationship at the .00001 level in the chi square analysis (see Table 3). The

"hopeful full-timers" want to meet more faculty and want to become more involved in the

college and fa the division. In addition, three involvement variables were significantly

related at less than .05: those who hope to teach full-time talk to the department chair

frequently, end as na.: faculty they received good guidance from a full-time faculty

member and from the division dean. The multiple regression analysis (R square=.17)

showed that the strongest predictor of "hopeful full-timers" is a desire for more

involvement in the division, followed by a desire to meet more faculty, talking to the

department chair frequently, and receiving memos regularly (see Table 30).

yggedgatuagazakiffly&. Three of the twelve involvement variables were

significantly associated (significance less than .01) with teaching in a vocational or

academic subject area in the chi square analysis (see Table 4). "Vocational faculty" attend

division meetings and feel involved in their division, but do not want more involvement in

their division. Two additional variables were significant at less than .05: "vocational

faculty" receive memos from their division dean, but they do not want to meet more

facult ", and do not want more involvement in the college. The reverse is true of academic
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faculty: they are less likely to attend meetings, do not receive memos from their division

dean, and feel less involved in their division, but they would like to meet faculty, and

would like to become more involved in the college and in their division. In the multiple

regression analysis (R square=.08), the strongest predictor of vocational faculty was

feeling involved in the division, followed by a lack of desire for greater involvement in the

division, and attending division meetings (see Table 31).

tigt&*11012. Only one variable of the twelve showed a significant chi square

relationship (signficance=.0 1): males feel more strongly involved in the college than

females (see Table 5). In the multiple regression analysis, none of the variables entered

the regression.

and Evenirio Faculty. According to the chi square analyses, "day faculty" talk to

the department chair (significance=.0007) and other department kculty

(significance=.02) more frequently than "evening faculty". "Day faculty" are also more

likely to attend division meetings then "evening faculty" (see Table 6). The multiple

regression analysis (R square=.06) revealed similar results: "day faculty" weremore

likely to talk to the department chair frequently, and were more likely to attend division

meetings then "evening faculty" (see Table 32).

41tailightzt No significant relationship was found between working full-time in

another job and any of the involvement variables in the chi square analysis (see Table 7).

However, the multiple regression (R square=.02) showed that "Moonlighters" tend to talk

less frequently with other faculty (see Table 33).

"Fi 11-thimtzrcbeu:. In both the chi square analysis (significance=.03) and the

multiple regression analysis (R square=.02), one significant relationship was found:
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those who teach full-time in another institution du not feel that they recelv3i goed

guidance from their tiieision dean when they were new (see Tables 8 and 34).

"Irmygt fliers ". The chi square analysis revealed no significant relationships with

any of the involvement variables (see Table 9). In the multiple regression analysis, no

variables entered the regression.

EestglgaglEaffigiCti.ftwit.tlasji ARagnimagQi einireiimtilLyslal

foLallairkken tally

Division ta& Chi square analysis revealed significant relationships with all twelve

professional profile variables at or below .001 significance level (see Table 11).

Business faculty bag have been teaching the longest, and Liberal Arts facui ky are the

newest faculty members. Career faculty tend to teach day classes, and Business faculty

tend to teach in the evening. Business faculty teach the fewest "umber of hours and the

fewest cleues. Math and science faculty teach the greatest number of hours, and Career

faculty teach the greatest number of classes. Libre] arts fectlity would like to Inch

full-time, but Business faculty do not. When asked to categorize themselvesas either

"vocational" or "academic" faculty, all of the Liberal arts faculty said they were

"academic" faculty and all of the Vocational/Technical faculty classified themselves as

"vocational." Most of the Business faculty and the Career faculty classified themselves as

"vocational" faculty. Liberal arts faculty overwhelmingly do not work full-time, but the

vast majority of Business faculty do. The Math and science faculty tend to teach full time

in other schools or colleges, but those in the Business division are the least likely to teach

full-time or part-time in another institution. The Liberal arts facultyare most likely to

teach part-time in other colleges. The Business faculty tend to be the oldest, and the

Career faculty are the youngest. Males tend to dominate the Business faculty, while the
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Liberol arts faculty are primarily female. The highest degret attainment may be found

among the Liberal arts faculty, who are most likely to have earned a Ph.D. The

Vocational/Technical faculty tend to have earned a bachelor's itgree or less.

The results of the Discriminant Analysis of the Professional Profile variables by

Division type (see Table 35) were consistent with the chi square analysis. Over 61

percent of the cases were cor ectly classified, indicating high predictive value. The model

correctly predicted 84.9 percent of the Liberal Arts faculty, 64,1 percent of the

Vocational/Technical faculty, 63.6 percent of the Business faculty, 52.8 percent of the

Math and Science faculty, and 31 percent of the Career Faculty. Liberal Arts faculty

scored highly on Discriminant Function 1, but Vocational/Technical faculty had a high

negative score on Discriminant Function 1. This indicated that the Liberal Arts faculty

were likely to classify themselves as "academic" faculty, and the Vocational/Technical

faculty classified themselves primarily as "vocational faculty. In addition, the Liberal

Arts faculty were likely to have earned higher degrees, and the Vocational/Technical

faculty lower degrees than other part-time faculty. Business faculty had a high score on

Discriminant Function 2, but Career faculty had a high negative score on Discriminant

Function 2. This indicated that the Business faculty tended to teach evening classes, while

the Career faculty tended to teach during the day; the Business faculty taught fewer hours

and the Career faculty taught more hours than other part-time faculty; and the Business

faculty were likely to work full-time in the profession, while the career faculty were not.

Math and Science faculty scored highly on Discriminant Function 3, which indicated that

they were likely tk teach more hours, and also likely to (each full-time in another

institution.
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lAugthifiggi . Eight of the twelve variables showed a significant relationship

below .05 in the chi square analysis (see Table 12). Those who have been teachingover

10 years are likely to teach in the evening, teach three hoursor less per week, do not

hope to teach full-time, are currently teaching full-time, are likely to be age 50 or

older, and are likely to be male. Faculty who have completed 6 to 10 years of teaching are

likely to be working full-time in their profession and are unlikely to be teaching part-

time in other institutions. Those who have been teaching between 2 and 5 years are the

most likely to be teaching part-time at another institution, end teach the greatest number

of hours: over seven hours per week. Finally, the newest faculty who have been teaching

up to one year are very likely to be teaching during the day, hope to teach full-time, do not

work full-time or teach full-time, are likely to be under forty years of age, and are

likely to be female. The multiple regression (R square=.30) revealed similar results

(see Table 36). The strongest predictor of longevity as a part-time faculty member was

teaching in the evening, followed by age, gender, teaching more classes, working full-

time, awl teaching full-time.

"Hopeful full-timers". In the chi square analysis, the professional profile of the

"Hopeful Full-timer" indicated significant relationships with ten of the professional

profile variables, seven of which were at or below .001 significance (see Table 13).

"Hopeful full-timers" tend to be newer faculty who have been teaching one year or less,

teach day classes, teach over seven hours per week, teach in academic subjects, do not

work full-time in their field, teach pert -time in other institutions, are under forty, are

female, and have a master's degree. In the multiple regression analysis ( R square=.21),

the strongest predictor of "Hopeful full-timers" was not working full-time, followed by

teaching part-time in another institution, having earned a master's degree or doctorate,
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teething a greater number of hours at the college, arid being a new part-time faculty

member (see Table 37).

Yggamlielfstokiniginall. In the chi square analysis of Vocational and Academic

faculty (see Table 14), three of the professional profile variables were significant at less

than .0001: " Vocational faculty" tend to teach in technical education, business education,

and career education end they tend to have a bachelor's degree or less; "Academic faculty"

tend to have a master's degree or doctorate, they tend to teach part-time at other colleges

and would like a full-time teaching position. In addition, the following relationships were

significant at less than .05: "Vocational faculty" are more likely to work full-time in

their profession, they teach in the evening, they teach a greater number of closes than

"Academic faculty," and they are likely to be male (signficance=.02). In the multiple

regression analysis (R squere=.27) the strongest predictor of "Vocational faculty" was a

lower academic degree, followed by not teaching part-time or full-time in other

institutions (see Table 38).

Wiles and Females. Four of the professional profile variableswere significan.11y

related to gender at or less than .001 (see Table 15): males tend to work full-time in

their profession, do not want to teach full-time, teach evening classes, and are more

likely to hold either a bachelor's degree or a doctorate; females are more likely to have

earned a master's decree, would like a full-time teaching position, teach day classes, and

are unlikely to work full-time. In additio, three variables were significant at less then

.05: males are likely to have been teaching part-timeover 10 years while females are

likely to have taught for one year or less; females are more likely than ales to teach

part-time in other institutions; and females are more likely to teach academic

disciplines, while males tend to teach in vocational fields. In the multiple regrtnion

Co
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analysis of male and female part-timers ( R square=.12), the three variables which

showed the strongest relationship to female part-time faculty were nut working full-

time, having taught part-time for fewer years, and hoping to test full-time (see Table

39).

plyakignimiggidti. Four of the twelve professional profile variableswere

significant at or below the .0001 level (see Table 16). "Evening faculty" tend to have

been teaching p/ 1-time over 10 years, teach up to three hours per week, are likely to be

working full-time, and are unlikely to desire a full-time teaching position. "Day faculty"

are likely to have been teaching part-time for up to one yea' teach over seven hours per

week, are unlikely to be working full-time, and would like a full-time teaching position.

The following four variables showed a significant relationshp at or below .005: "Evening

faculty" tend to be male, teach one class, are likely to teach full-time and unlikely to teach

part-time at other institutions. "Day faculty" are likely to be female, teach three or more

classes, are unlikely to teach full-time, but probably teach part-time at other

institutions Finally, two variables were significant at .01; "Day faculty" tend to teach

academic subjects, "Evening faculty" tend to teach vocational subjects, and "Day faculty"

tend to be younger than "Evening faculty". In the multiple regression analysis (R square=

.19) only three variables showed strong predictive value; "Evening faculty" are likely to

have been teething part-time longer, teach fewer hours, and work full-time in their field

(see Table 40).

'112anBsttx§:, According to the chi square analysis, the following six variables were

significant at less than .0001 (see Table 17): "Moonlighters", those who work full-time

in their profession, do not want a full-time teaching position, do not teach pert-time in

other institutions, have earned a bachelor's degree, are male, I3ach evening cours'i, and
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teach up to three hours per week. Also. "Moonlighters" are likely to have been teaching

part-time from 6 to 10 years (significance=.0003), are likely to teach in vocational

fields (significanaP.008), and are likely to teach full-time (significance=.02).

"Moonlighters" were predicted with five variables in the multiple regression analysis

( R square=.21): they do not hope to teach full-time; they do not teach part-time at

another institution; they are male; they teach fewer hours; and they have been teaching

part-time longer than those who do not work full-time (see Table 41).

. "Full-time teachers." Five of the twelve variables were significantly related (less

than .05 significance) to teaching full-titii- at other institutions (see Table 18). "Full

time teachers" are likely to have taught part-time for over 10 years, tend to teach in the

evening, do not teach part-time in other institutions, have earned a master's degree, and,

oddly, are more likely to also work full-time in their profession than those who are not

full-time teachers. In the multiple regression analysis (R square=.09), the three

predictors of "Full-time teachers" were not teaching pert-time in another institution,

teaching part-time longer, and teaching in an academic field (see Table 42).

"Freeway fliers." In the chi-square analysis, eight variables were significantly

related.(at or below .001) to teaching part-time at other institutions (see Table 19).

"Freeway fliers" are likely to have been teaching part-time between two and five years;

they teach day classes; they would like a full-time teaching position; the/ tend to teach in

academic subjects; they are more likely k be female than male; they are unlikely to work

full-time in their profession; they are unlikely to teach full-time in another institution;

and they are likely to have earned a Master's degree . The multiple regression analysis ( R

square=.18) showed that the strongest predictors of "Freeway fliers" were, in order, not

Fid
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working full-time in the prof ession, hoping to teach full-time, not teaching full-time in

another institution, and teaching in an academic subject area (see Table 43).

I vo %/Am I to 1 1" for f er C ..110! ti ; ;a, ession.

Several of the involvement variables were analyzed to determine if there were any

significant relationships. The following four relationshipswere significant at less than

.00001: those who feel involved in the college also feel involved in their division (Table

21); those who want more involvement in the college also want more involvement in their

division (Table 22); those who want more involvement in the college would also like to

meet more faculty (Table 25); and those who want more involvement in their division

would else like to meet more faculty (Table 26). No significant relationshipswere found

between current involvement in the college and desire for more involvement in the college

(Table 23), and current involvement in the division and desire for more involvement in

the division (Table 24).

In the multiple regression analysis ( R square=.11) involvement with the college was

predicted with three variables: guidance from division dean, attending meetings, and

talking to division dean (Table 44). Involvement with the division ( R squarer-.13) was

predicted with attending division meetings, receiving guidance from the division dean, and

talking to the division dean (Table 45). The desire to become more involved in the college

( R square=.21) was predicted with two variables: a desire to meet more faculty, and

receiving guidance from a full-time faculty member Table 46). Finally, the desire to

become more involved in the division (R squarem.14) was predicted with a desire to meet

more faculty ( Table 4 /).

C i n i I ith
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Does receiving guidance from the division dean as a new faculty member affect the

amount of involvement later? Chi square analysis was used to compare receiving

guidance from the division dean with the twelve involvement variables for faculty who

were not new. Four of the twelve involvement variables showed a significant relationship

(less then .05): those who received guidance from the division awn also received guidance

from a full-time faculty member, they feel more involved in the college, feel more

involved in the division, and talk to the division dean more frequently (see Table 27).

Multiole Rearessisnand T-Tess: smizeL911:Wink_urs

In the first regression (Table 48) the number of teaching hours was predicted with

the following involvement variables ( R square=. 1 4): those who teach more hours at the

college tend to talk to other faculty more frequently, want more involvement in the

division, and attend division meetings. In the second regression (Table 49), the number

of teaching hours was predicted with the following professional profile variables (R

square=.39): those who teach more hours also teach more classes; they do not work full-

time in their profession; they teach during the day, and they hope to teach full-time.

The t-tests for number of teaching hours revealed the following significant results

with two-tail probability of less than .05 using a pooled variance estimate:

"Hopeful Full-timers" teach more hours than those who do not hope to teach full-time.

[t= -4.04] (Table 50)

Female faculty teach more hours than male faculty. [ t= -2.44] ( Table 52)

Day faculty teach more hours than evening faculty. [ t,-44.69] ( Table 53)

"Moonlighters" teach fewer hours than those who do not work full-time. [t=4.77]

(Table 54)

c,
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"New faculty" (those who have been teaching from 0 to five years) teach more hours

than "Old faculty" ( those who have been teaching over 5 years). [t=2.20] ( Table 56)

Those who talk to other division faculty more frequently (at least once per week)

also tend to teach more hours than those who talk to other faculty less frequently

(once per month or twice per semester). R=4.83) (Table 63)

Those who attend division meetings also tend to teach more hours than those who do not

attend division meetings. [t=3.241 (Table 64)

No significant relationship was found between the mean number of teaching hours and

vocational and academic faculty (Table 51) or "Full-time Teachers" (Table 55) or

"Freeway Fliers" ( Table 57)

In four t-tests for the four irvolvement variables, only one showed significance for

teaching hours:

Faculty who want more involvement t their division teach more hours than those who

do not want inore involvement. [t=2.1.1.1 (Tara 56).

No significant relationship was found between teaching hours and the following

involvement variables: current involvement in college or division ( Tables 58 and 59),

desire for more involvement in the college ( Table 60), and talking to the division dean

(Table 62).

Cu
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Discussion

This study was designed to answer the following three questions: 1) Are the part-time

faculty well - qualified ?; 2) What are the frustrations of the part-time faculty ?; and 3)

Are part-time facculty interested in greater involvement? However, before analyzing the

results to arrive at answers to these three questions, it is important to first gain a

clearer understanding of the part-time faculty through an examination of their

demographic and professional characteristics.

Characteristicsrt-time Faculty.,,

Demographic attributes., The resu, is indicate some interesting similarities between

the full-time and part -time faculty at Fullerton College. About 60 percent of the part-

time faculty are male and 40 percent are female. Of the full-time faculty, 63 percent are

male and 37 percent are female [Kelly, 1987]. Similar results were found in a study of

part-time faculty in all California community colleges: 56 percent were male, and 44

percent were female [California Community Colleges, 1988, p. 40]

Although the gender ratio is quite similar, the part-time facmi,y tend to be somewhat

younger than the full-time faculty. In 19136 the median age of the full-time faculty at

Fullerton College was 51 years, and the median age of the part-time faculty was 42 years

[Kelly, 1987]. In 1987, the mean age of part-time faculty in California community

colleges was 43 [California Community Colleges, 1988, p. 38]. The modal age of the

part-time faculty in 1988 was between 40 and 49 years, which represents 39 percent of

the part - timers. In 1986, the modal age of the full-time faculty in 1986 was between

50 end 59 years, representing 40 percent of the faculty. It is likely that the part-time

faculty who are now in their forties obtained their degrees and started their college

teaching careers in the 1970's when there were very few tenure-track positions
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available. However, well-qualified part-,time faculty who want to teach full-time may be

in a good position to move into a tenure-track teaching jab when the full-time faculty

start to retire in large numbers over the next several years.

Ingikalggingjilitahlejkleggr1 . The results indicate that there is a tremendous

turnover of part-time faculty at Fullerton College. Over 36 percent of the part-time

faculty had been at Fullerton for one year or less. If one third of the part -time faculty

were new every year, outssing and orienting new faculty would represent a huge

administrative chore. Moreover high turnover of part-time faculty also represents a

tremendous managerial load for division deans and department chairs who must locate,

interview, hire, orient, and manage a large number of new part-time faculty each year.

Because this study is not longitudinal, it Is not possible to determine if there was an

unusually high numoer of new part-time faculty in 1988. in fact, it is quite possible that

a high turnover rate is normal among part-time faculty, particularly among the 37

percent who work at several different institutions. Most "freeway fliers" have been

teaching at Fullerton College between two end five years [Appendix C, Table 19]. They are

likely to try to teach at those colleges which have higher pay rates and at colleges which

offer them more ieaching hours or better working conditions.

In addition, those who have been teaching at Fullerton tIollegs up to one year are more

likely to teach during the day, hope to teach full-time, are likely to be under 40years of

age, and are more likely to be female [Appendix C, Table 12]. These part-time faculty are

very valuable to colleges: they are young and committed to college teaching. Those who are

well-qualified could provide a pool of faculty to replace retiring faculty over the next

several years. Moreover, most colleges are actively seeking female applicants for ful

time tenure-track positions, and this group of newer, younger part-time faculty includes

`iC
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a substantial percentage of females. If colleges want to cultivate a pool of potential full

time faculty, and if eolleges wish to keep a good quality pool of part-time faculty with

lower turnover rates from one year to the next, they will have to weigh the costs of

raising salaries and improving the working conditions against the managerial and

administrative costs of a high turnover in part-time faculty each year.

It is interesting that those who have been teaching at Fullerton College longer are

likely to be working full-time in another job or teaching full-time, and are unlikely to be

teaching part-time in another institution. Those who teach full-time in another

institution, about 18 percent of the part-time faculty, have typically been teaching at

Fullerton for over 10 years [Appendix C, Table 18]. Fifty percent of the part-time

faculty are "Moonlighters" who work fall-time l.n a business setting and have been

teaching at Fullerton College between six and ten years [Appendix C, Table 17]. These

part-timers form the stable core of part-time faculty who c:14,ey teaching part-time and

have no desire to exchange their current full-time job for a full-time college teaching

position. Unlike the "freeway fliers," because they have a full-time job elsewhere they

are probably less dependent financially on the part-time teachir.4 job. For this reason,

they may be less likely to seek out the college with the best pay and working conditions and

mire likely to continue teaching at one college because of convenience and familiarity. If

colleges realized this, they might be tempted to take advaetage of the situation by

continuing to pay these part-time faculty poorly. However, this would not be wise in the

long term, because poor pay and working conditions would ultimately affect the quality of

all part-time faculty, particularly those who teach at several different colleges.

y_vtional and Academic,... It was somewhat surprising to learn that only 40

percent of the part-time faculty in this study teach vocational sAjects. One of the
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advantages of part-time faculty which is often mentioned in the literature is the fact that

many of them are current in their field: they work full-time in business, then come in to

share their expertise with students who want to enter that field. But the results of this

study indicate that 60 percent of the faculty do not teach in vocattnal fields. The majority

of pert-time faculty fit the stereotype of the "academic gypsy:" those who teach academic

subjects in more than one institution.

Although the advantages of using part -time faculty in vocational fields are clear, it

seems that there is no clear advantage to using pert-time faculty in academic fields. In

fact, a good argument could be made for converting several part-time positions into one

full-time position whenever possible to prevent the "academic gypsy" syndrome among

part-time faculty in academic fields. Such a conversion would resolve frustrations for

both department chairs and academic part-time faculty. Department chairs would rather

manage one full-time faculty member rather than many different part-time faculty

members. Academic part-timers would rather teach full-time in one institution rather

tnan teaching part-time in several Institutions to make up the equivalent of a full-time

teaching load.

In California, Assembly Bill 1725, which went into effect in 1988, provides

community colleges with funding to convert part-time positions into full-timepositions.

In addition, A.B. 1725 also requires community colleges to work toward a ratio of 75

percent of class hours taught by full-time faculty and 25 percent of class hours by part-

time faculty. In 1986 Fullerton College full-time faculty taught about 60 percent of the

class hours, and part-time faculty taught about 40 percent [Kelly, 1987]. In many

community colleges the number of part-time teaching hours is much greater than the

number of class hoUrs taught by full-time faculty, Converting part-time positions in
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academic fields would produce two major benefits: division deans would have fewer

faculty to manage; and academic part-time faculty who currently teach at several

different colleges to make up the equivalent of a full-time teaching load would be able to

devote their time and energy to one institution.

Qualifications F lacu

elggpladalijig_gmi. Overall, the full-time faculty of Fullerton College have

better academic qualifications than the part-time faculty. In 1986 over 75 percent of the

full-time faculty held a master's degree and about 12 percent had earned doctorates.

Interestingly, a higher percentage of the part-time faculty, over 16 percent, have

doctorates. But significantly fewer hold a master's degree: only half of all part-time

faculty. Only about eight percent of full-time faculty have a bachelor's degree as the

highest degree earned, but over 21 percent of the part -time faculty have a bachelor's

degree. Over eleven percent of part-time faculty have not earned a bachelor's degree, but

only two percent of the full-time faculty have less than a bachelor's degree [Kelly,

' 987]. However when considering the degrees of only academic part-time faculty, the

academic qualifications are significantly higher. Over 22 percent of the part-time faculty

hove earned a doctorate, over 65 percent have a master's degree, and only 12 percent have

a bachelor's degree.

Astimiclolift cations. Although their degree attainment tends to be lower than

academic faculty, vocational part-time faculty are very well qualified in their profession.

Over 85 percent are currently working in their field, and most are working full-time.

About 90 percent of the vocational faculty have worked full-time in their profession at

some point in their career. Most vocational faculty bring many years of experience to the

classroom: over 27 percent have worked over 20 years in their profession; 31 percent
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have worked between 15 and 20 years; and 22 percent have worked ten years. Students in

classes taught by vocational part-time faculty are very fortunate: they are likely to be

obtaining current information about the field, and they have a unique opportunity to tap

into the expertise of a seasoned professional.

Teaching Skills. The teaching skills of part-time faculty appear to be somewhat

limited, indicating a potential need for faculty development workshops on college teaching.

Most part-time faculty rely heavily on lecture and discussion and tend not to use other

teaching methods. In the community college it is particularly important for faculty to

develop a wide variety of teaching skills to address the wide range of abilities and variety

of preferred learning styles of a very diverse student population.

The results of the survey also indicate that evaluation of student learning may be

problematic for part-time faculty. The Fullerton College Catalog states, Or ides are based

upon the quality of work done; that is, upon actual accomplishment in courses offered for

credit" ( 1989, p. C. 9). Although attendance should not be used as one of the evaluation

criteria for a course grade, over 70 percent of part-time faculty stated that they use

attendance in grading students. Pert-time faculty elm use a somewhat limited number of

different methods to evaluate student learning. Most use a comprehensive final exam,

class participation, and multiple choice tests. As with teaching methods, it is critically

important for part-time faculty in the community college to use a wide variety of

methods of evaluation to recognize the many different learning styles in the typical

community college classroom.

On the positive side, almost all part-time faculty give their students a course outline

or syllabus at the beginning of the semester which includes a class schedule and grading

criteria. This seems to indicate that part-time faculty want to give their students some
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clear expectations for the course, and that they come to the class well-prepared for the

beginning of the semester.

fLultatigpigibri- ti e

The frustravons of part-time faculty expressed in this study are consistent with the

literature. Generally, part-time faculty feel that they are being treated as second class

citizens: part-time faculty with the same qualifications as full-time faculty are paid less

for teaching the same classes, they have no benefits, and they have no guarantee of

employment from one semester to the next. Resolving these frustrations would be

extremely costly for many colleges, !Jut if colleges are interested in maintaining a high-

quality pool of part-time faculty, these issues must be addressed.

Colleges tend to rationalize the lower pay by also noting that part-time faculty are not

expected to hold office hours or provide institutional service through committee work.

However, in reality, many part-time faculty have stated that they need an office in which

to meet with their students before class. This seems to indicate that at least some part-

time faculty do hold "office hours," even though they are not required to do so. Moreover,

many part-time faculty have stated that they would like to be more involved in their

division Eind in the campus. Perhaps one solution might be a different status and additional

pay for those who want to be more involved: an "associate faculty" status. It seems that

part-time faculty who do all of the same work as full-time faculty, but are not tenured,

could receive pro-rata pay and benefits, depending on the percnntage of a full-time load

being taught. Again, this would involve a substantial financial commitment on the part of

the college, but the potential results would be positive. The college would benefit through

the added involvement of the part-time i acuity, the students would benefit through office
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hours, and the part-time faculty would benefit by becoming more involved in the campus

and in the division, and by being paid fairly for their additional work.

Many faculty noted that they would like to teach more classes, and slightlyover half

stated that they would like a full-time position. Some colleges have a strict pulicy against

using part-time faculty for more than 50 or 60 percent of a full-time teaching load,

because if the faculty member teaches over this percentage for several consecutive

semesters they may become eligible for tenure, even if there is no tenure-track position.

It may be a good idea to revise such policies in order to allow pert -time faculty to teach as

many classes as they desire, or as many as the division dean wishes to have them teach.

Ideally, this should be accompanied by an equitable pay structure. The result of such

policies is likely to be a reduction in the number of part-time faculty who teach part-

time in several different institutions, and an increase in the involvement of the part-time

faculty at one institution. In addition, as mentioned earlier, colleges should consirr the

possibility of converting several part-time positions into one full-time position,

particularly in academic disciplines. These changes in policies for part-time faculty

would be costly to implement, but the long term gains in the commitment of part-time

faculty to one institution and the involvement of part -time faculty would ultimately be

beneficial to the institution.

One of the frustrations often mentioned by part-time faculty is the uncertainty of

having a teaching job from one semester to the next. Unless some form of pro-rata tenure

were awarded, this frustrating situation will continue to exist. One solution would be for

division deans to give part-time faculty the courtesy of very early notice about the dosses

they will be teaching the following semester. One part-time instructor noted, "As a

I
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minimum it would help to be consulted or at least advised when the night or time of the

class I've taught for years is changed!"

As noted earlier in this study, at the start of the Fall 1988 semester, the total

population of part-time faculty was 432. But after the first two weeks of the semester,

We to cancelled classes and shifting of some evening classes to full-time faculty, the

number of part-time faculty fell to 3711 In addition to earl' notification, if division

deans scheduled fewer sections of classes, those classes wou ore likely to fill, and

fewer classes would have to be cancelled due to low enrollment. The positive result would

be that part-time faculty would be less likely to lose a class after the start of the

semester.

Several other frustrations of part-time faculty may also be resolved at little or no

cost to the institution. For those who want office space, arrangements could be made for

evening part-time faculty to share an office with full-time faculty memberswho only

use their offices during the day. Even if this were net possible, the division or departrent

office could set aside some workspace end filing cabinet storage space for part-time

faculty. This would give part-time faculty a base of operation, and would alleviate the

need for part-time faculty to carry course materials, books, and supplies to the college

for each claw fleeting.

Some part-time faculty simply want to be treated with more respect and recognizedas

individuals who contribute their expertise to the department and to the college. One part-

timer wrote: "Notice we're here. Part-timers are not areal part of the school.' Look In

the directory." Another commented, "Make pert-time instructors feel like we belong and

are not just a convenience for them to fill a vacant spot no one else wants." Several had

comments about wanting to be treated as a part of the team. One wrote, "Listen to what I
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have to say. Nobody asks. I feel unealy when I have a comment or suggestion. I don't think

anybody, wants it." Treating part-time faculty with respect, including them, and

validating their contributions bps faculty members costs nothing, yet it is critically

important to the satisfaction of part-time faculty.

byglygga

agjojmnagrsityolvament. Only one fifth of the part-time faculty feel involved in

their division, and even fewer feel involved in the college. However, over 60 percent

want more involvement. This would seem to indicate that the college and the divisions are

not providing adequate opportunities for the involvement of part-time faculty. It is

interesting to note that feelings of involvement appear to be unrelated to the number of

hours taught. In other words, those who taught more hours did not feel more involved then

those woo taught fewer hours [Appendix C, Tables 58 and 59]. But the desire for more

involvement In the division is significantly related to the number of hours taught: those

who teach more hours want more involvement in their division [Appendix C, Table 611.

This result provides a good argument for increasing the number of tootling hours of part-

tine faculty, as mentioned earlier.

In addition, the part -time faculty who feel most Involved have been teaching longer,

but newer faculty desire more involvement. Those who teach in vocational fieldsfeel

involved, and those who teach academic subjects want more involvement. Daytime part-

timers and those ho attend division meetings feel more invcIved. Those who hope to teach

full-time and those who want to meet more faculty desire more involvement. And

interestintk, males feel involved, but females desire more involvement. Many of these

results can be attributed to the basic differences between vocational and academic faculty.

Part-time faculty in vocational fields attend mietittgs, (Intl are likely to be male.
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Academic faculty are more Met to be female, they hope to teach full-time, and they went

to meet more faculty. Although daytime faculty are more likely to teach in academic

subjects, they are also more likely to attend division meetings. However, daytime faculty

represent only about one quarter of all part-time faculty in this study.

inQamigeoctnffighqirs. Over half of the part-
time faculty talk to their department chat at least once per month, and 42 percent talk to

their division dean at least once each month. But This means that about half of the faculty

talk to their department chair or division cleanvery infrequently. It is likely that those

who teach ,.tly in the evening, nearly three-quarters of the part-time faculty, are

unlikely to see their ctpartmerii chair or division dean. In the multiple regression

analysis of involvement, talking frequently to the division dean was one of the three

strongest predictors of involvement in the division [Appendix C, Table 45]. For this

reason division deans and department chairs may be wise to make an extra effort to stay

in touch with the part-time faculty members by telephone or by staying late one night

each week, rotating the evening in order to see all part-time faculty over several weeks.

In addition, part -time faculty should also be encouraged to make a strong effort to

communicate with the division dean through regular phone calls or by simply stopping at

the college occasionally during the day.

Part-time faculty who received good guidance from their division dean when they

were new were likely to talk more frequently to the division chair, and felt more involved

in the division and in the college [Appendix C, Table 27]. This seems to indicate that it is

critically important for the division dean to invest some time in orienting the new part-

time faculty members when they are new, becaues the benefits of involvement and

increased communication are likely to result in the future.
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komaistiguittaterigalk. Only half of the part-time faculty tiAlk to °to

faculty in their division once each week. But half of the part-timers would also like to

meet more faculty. In the multiple regression analysis, a high correlation was found

between a desire for more involvement in the division end a desire to meet more faculty

[Appendix C, Table 47]. Many part-time faculty members simply want to be included in

department activities. One wrote, "This year was the first time I was invited to the

luncheon at the beginning of the semester. That was nicel"

The college could provide more opportunities for part-time faculty to meet other

faculty by simply inviting them to all campus faculty events. But for those who teach only

in the evening, the college may also want to provide special part -time faculty events,

social gatherings, or faculty development workshops on several different evenings so all

part-time faculty would have an opportunity to attend events and meet more faculty.

Division deans may also facilitate greater communication among part-time faculty or

between full-time and part-time faculty by scheduling several formal or informal

meetings each semester on different evenings and inviting both full-time and part-time

faculty. This would provide opportunities for part-time faculty to meet others in the

division who teach the same classes and would be particularly effective in encouraging

more contacts between part-time end full-time faculty.

Division deans may also consider setting up mentoring relationships between full-

time and part-time faculty. Each part-time faculty member could be teamedup with a

full-time faculty "mentor," who would be available by telephone or on campus to answer

questions and assist the part-time faculty member. In some departments, some informal

mentoring has already been in effect. The results of the survey indicate that slightly over

half of the part-time faculty felt that they received good guidance from a full-time faculty
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member when they were new. in a chi square analysis, a significant relationship was

shown between receiving guidance from the division dean and receiving guidance from a

full-time faculty member [Appendix C, Table 27]. In addition, those who received good

guidance from a full-time faculty member were likely to want more involvement in the

college [Appendix C, Table 461. These results indicate the importance of providing some

form of guidance or mentoring for new part-time faculty.

Although setting up evening meetings and mentor relationships may entail extra work

for the division dean, the contacts that are made between full-time and part-time faculty

would be likely to have three lung-term positive results: first, division deans would

probably not need to spend as much time taking care of the details of managing part-time

faculty because fewer problems would be likely to arise if part-time faculty were assisted

by full-time faculty; second, part-time faculty would feel more comfortable knowing that

they could call their "mentor" when they have questions about college procedures; and

third, full-time faculty members would be likely to benefit through exchanges with part-

timers by gaining fresh ideas and insights.

Department Meetings. Generally, it appears that division deans do a good job of

communicating with part-time faculty through the mail, but they could make a greater.

effort to involve part-time faculty in department or division meetings. Most part-time

faculty stated that they did not attend division meetings because they were held at times

when they were unavailable to attend. Moreover, many part-time faculty assume,

perhaps incorrectly, that the meetings are intended for full-time faculty only. But quite a

few pert-time faculty commented that they would like to be invited to department

meetings with full-time faculty and with other part-time faculty, and several mentioned

that it would be a good idea to have evening meetings for part. .time faculty. It is
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important to note that the multiple regression analysis showed that the strongest

predictor of involvement in the department was attending deparment meetings [Appendix

C, Table 45].

Several pert-time faculty remarked that they would like to have an opportunity to

give input into curriculum matters and departmental decisions. Comments in the survey

included the following suggestions: "Allow us to give more course input;" "Listen to our

input regarding subject matter;" "Involve part-time instructors indepartment

decisions." It is important for division deans end full-time faculty to recognize the

importance of input from part-time faculty. In vocational fields it is likely that part-

time faculty are more current, and could offer valuable advise regarding curriculum

matters. In academic fields, part -time faculty who teach at several different colleges may

have an abundance of fresh ideas from the other colleges. In both academic end vocational

fields it is likely to be beneficial to induct part-time faculty in departmental decisions,

and particularly in curriculum planning, because they are likely to offer a fresh

perspective end more new ideas than full-time faculty who may not went to change because

they "have always done it this way." Departments would be wise to take advantage of the

expertise and new ideas offered by part-time faculty.

Eggifkkallgarm_n t. Instructional topics are of greatest interest to part-time

faculty, especially those involving motivational techniques for the classroom, teaching

underpropered students, teaching adult learners, and increasing student retention. This

seems to indicate a desire for Instructional improvement, and an interest in incorporating

new instructional techniques. Part-time faculty who work full-time in business are

unlikely to have previous teaching experience, and may become frustrated at their own

lack of teething experience. Some may even feel emberassed to go to ',heir division dean
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for help, because they may think that if they were hired to teach, they should already

know how to teeth. For this reason, colleges should consider offering a series of faculty

development workshops especially for part-time faculty. For part-time faculty who have

no teaching experience, workshops on course preparation and basic college teaching

techniques should be provided before the start of the semester. In addition, workshops

should be provided for all pert-time faculty to assist them in developing a wider variety

of teaching and evaluation, methods. Faculty development workshops which are offered on a

campus-wide basis provide a non-threatening atmosphere for part-time faculty to

develop their teaching skills without feeling that their division dean is watching or

evaluating them. In addition, campus-wide faculty development workshops that are open

to faculty from all disciplines provide the opportunity for part-time faculty to meet other

part-timers. This can result in a lively exchange of Ideas and the sharing of effective

teaching techniques which may be common in one discipline but new to others.

Many part-time faculty also indicated an interest in learning more about the policies

and procedures of Fullerton College. In particular, part-time faculty stated that when

they were new it would have been helpful to know more about the characteristics of the

student population, how to find various offices and people on ampus, policies which must

be followed, and other basic information about the college such as procedures for ordering

audio-visual equipment, availability of various student services, and availability of

clerical services for typing and duplicating course materials. Much of this information

could easily be complied into a handbook for part-time faculty which could be distributed

to all part-time faculty. Over 82 percent of the part-time faculty felt that such a

handbook would be helpful.
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Faculty development far part-time faculty should be planned on two levels:

institutional faculty development and departmental faculty development. Several pert

time instructors pointed out the need for a thorough orientation to their department,

including information about how the class they will be teaching fits into the overall

departmental curriculum. Some interest was also expressed for discipline-related

workshops specifically in the departments. In addition to improving instructional

effectiveness in a specific discipline, faculty development within the department would

have the added benefit of facilitating good working relationships among full-time and

part-time faculty in the discipline.
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Conclusion:

timpalagmkiji A ply a Humanfiel mom Japsr11-Tinie may

The results of this study indicate eiearly that part-time faculty are well-qualified

individtkils who should be treated as valuable human resources. The majority of faculty

who teach in academic fields have earned graduate degrees. Most vocational facultyare

currently working in their profession end have many years of professional experience.

How can colleges take a proactive human resources development approach to part-

time faculty? First, some of the frustrations of part-time faculty should be eliminated.

In academic disciplines, create new full-time positions by consolidatingmany

part-time positions into e few full-time positions.

Establish an "associate faculty" status for part -time faculty who want to hold regular

office hours, participate in department planning activities, and participate in

institutional service.

Provide equal pay and benefits for equal workloads and equal qualifications on a pro

rata basis, depending on the percentage cf c full teaching load which is taught.

Create policies that would allow part-time faculty to be hired to teach up to a full

teaching load with the clear under landing that Lucaing many classes over a period of

time will not result in "automatic" tenure.

Oive part-time faculty the courtesy of very early notice about the classes they will be

teaching the following semester.

Schedule fewer classes to reduce the chances of classes being =celled due to low

enrollment.

Make arrangements for evening part-time faculty to share offices with full-time

faculty who teach primarily during the day.

1:2
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Oive part-time faculty a workspace in the departmen' or division office, and provii.,,

filing cabinets for storing class materials.

Provide clerical support for part-time faculty.

Include part-time faculty in the college catalog and faculty chi %tory.

Listen to the suggest'ons of part-time faculty.

Make part-time faculty feel that they are a part of the team by inc y ding them in

college and department activities.

Treat part-time faculty with respect.

Second, because this study indicates that the majority of part-time faculty ore

interested in becoming more involved in the college, efforts should be made to 'norm

their involvement.

Encourage division deans to maintain frequent contact with part-time faculty.

Division deans or department choirs could plan to work late one night per week, and

rotate the evening to maintain contact with all of the part-time faculty who teach on

various nights.

Encourage part-time faculty to maintain frequent contact with their department chair

or division dean through regular phone calls or by simply stopping ay the college

oc;casional ly.

Encourage division deans to provide good guidance to all new part-time faculty.

Invite part-time faculty to division and department activities, and make it clear that

these activities are not strictly for full-time faculty.

Invite part-time faculty to all campus faculty events, and make it clear that these

events are for all faculty, both full-time and part-time.

Provide some campus-wide events In the evening just for part-time faculty.
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Provide a campus-wide newsletter just for part-time faculty.

Create a departmental "mentoring" program in which full-time faculty are teamed

with part-time faculty.

Encourage part-time faculty to contact full-time faculty when they have questions o.'

problems.

Schedule some division faculty events and department meetings in the evening for both

full-time and part-time faculty.

Provide some evening department meetings just for part-time faculty.

Actively encourage input from part-time faculty regarding course content,

curriculum development, and departmental planning and decision-making.

Finally, because part-time faculty are particularly interested in faculty development

activities which will enhance their teaching skills, an organized program of faculty

development should be coordinated to meet the special needs of part-timers. Some faculty

development activities may be planned as campus-wide activities far all part-time

faculty, and others may be planned as departmental or discipline-related workshops.

Cam, us -wide Faculty eveloam nt Activities

J,&jentation of New Part -time Faculty

Provide an information packet with basic information about the college which

Includes the following items: campus map, parking instructions, administrative

organizational chart, telephone directory, student services available in the

evening, college catalog, and class schedule.

Inform part-time faculty about the characteristics of the students they will

encounter in their classes: underprepared students, adult students, and other

diverse student populations,
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Provide inormation on college policies and procedures, and examples of college

paperwork: attendance end grading policies, record-keeping procedures, student

discipline policies, how to order audio-visual equipment, and the implications of

student assessment testing.

Workers fc all part ;,11 a f

Provide workshops on basic college teaching techniques: motivational techniques,

learning styles, incarporuting new teaching techniques, increasing student

retention, how to organize a course, and how to prepare course materials.

Provide workshops on teaching specific student populations: underprepared

students, adult learners, disabled students, and minority students.

Division Faculty Deve IOtjoicul
Provide a through explanation of the department curriculum sequence and where

the class to be taught by the part-time faculty member fits into the sequence.

Provide material on degree and transfer requirements for that discipline.

Explain the procedures for clerical support in the division: how to get material

typed or word processed and duplicated in time for the class meeting.

Provide information about office space or a workspace and filing cabinet storage

within the department office.

2,,Alrelem-sA1tglyzistftar1iggi-U

Provide workshops on new teaching techniques which are specific to the

discipline.

Provide seminars o discussion groups to share new trends and methods in the

discipline.



If colleges sup considering part-time faculty as "faculty of convenience" and start

thinking of them as valuable human resources who enhance the quality of thE liege, it

dill make good common sense to take the steps necessary to resolve the frustrations,

increase the involvement, and provide for the proftz '711 growth and development of

part-time faculty. Although implementing some of these new policies and programs will

be costly to the institution, the end result will be a more positive working environment

for part-time faculty and an atmosphere which encourager; part-time faculty to make

valuable contributions which will ultimately benefit the institution.

Lt;
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If colleges stop considering part-time faculty as "faculty of convenience" and start

thinking of them as valuable hum In resources who enhance the quality of the college, it

will make pod common sense to take the steps necessary to resolve the frustrations,

increase the involvement, end provide for the professional growth and development of

part-time faculty. Although implementing some of these new policies and programs will

be costly to the institution, the end result will be a more positive working environment

for part-time faculty and an atmosphere which encourages part-time faculty to make

valuable contributions which will ultimately benefit the institution.
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Fullortan College Part-time Faculty Survey

Please reed this before completing the questionnaire.

Tie obiective of this sure is to study the part-time faculty of Fullerton College in order to find ways

to make your job as a part-time instructor ktiec, Your responses to this questionnaire will provide the

necessary information for planning future faculty development activities for part-time faculty members,

and for planning ways to integrate part-time faculty more fully into Fullerton College.

The code number which appears in the upper right corner of the questionnaire will be used for

follow-up in case of non-response. Results will be reported in summary form only. Your

be striretlysgpagntha.

After the results of the survey have been tabulated, a summary of the results will be sent to all

part-time faculty members. In addition, the full report on the part-time faculty of Fullerton College will

be available in the Fullerton College Library by May, 1989.

Full participation of all Fullerton College Part-Time Instructors is critically imporwnt for the

success of this study. Because hie -...ry kL; in s t ; t t t tt

; :AI u ae r ; ; ; ;11 1 M

Thank you vary aux* far year erss is/epee I

Please return your completed survey to Diana Kelly. (Drop in "campus" slot in the Mailroom.)

[Additional space available on the reverse side for tour comments.]

llyoulddsailglejfitametinatiljnecipn
Tease detachtlp sheet from thes ..and rgryn *LI information:

Name (please print)

Daytime phone

Best times to call_
Issues or concern

Evening phone

Return to libmalolly, (through Mai iruom)



Fullerton College Pert-time Faculty Survey
Fell, 1988
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melhadtmilbnielyamactigaziatruilmerdbankalimi.
1 . Which teaching methods do you use the Et? Please cheek all that apply._ Lecture

Class discussions

__Small group discussions

Hands-on activities_ Videotapes_ Slides

other.

"gone Some

__Overhead transparencies

_Audio tapes

.. guest lectures_writing activities during class_ question and answer reviews of material_ computer-aided instruction

2. Which forms of evaluation, do you use in grading your students? (check ell that apply)

class ettenderre_ tardiness in ettendence_ penalties for missed deadlines for class assignments_ class participation

_graded in-class writing activities

_ a formal research paper ( foot "rotes and bibliography)_ a written report ( without footnotes and bibliography)_ oral reports in class_ formal speeches in class

_ group projects prepared in class

_ group projects prepared outside of class

regular homework assignments

regular writing assignments

independent research on a subject of interest to the student_ interviews of content experts conducted by students outside of class

_ oral quizzes

pop quizzes_ multiple-choice tests

true-false tests_ short-answer tests

fill-in tests

essay tests

Midterm exam

cumulative Final exam

non-cumulative Final

open-book tests

keeping a journal

lab projects in class

1 What do you hand out to students at the beginning of the semester? (check all that apply)

nothing they take notes on class requirements

a course outline/syllabus

a week-by-week class schedule

grading criteria for the class

other

(

U
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acuity

I

4. If workshops were held on the following topics, which ones would you be interested in attending in

order to improve your teaching? (check all that apply)

__teaching undarprepered college students __preparation of course materials

_.teaching bilingual ESL college students _____Fullerton College policies

__teaching adult and re-entry college studs, its _legal issues relating to students

__leaching high-risk students _internationalizing the curriculum

._..._motivational techniques for the classroom mew to market your classes

__how to Increase your retention of students _working with high schools

__college teaching techniques ._,._.col legs transfer issues

to incorporate new teaching methods _current issues in Higher Education

_teaching vocational classes _interpersonal communication

_including writing in classes _physical wellness

_including critical thinking in classes time management_grading procedures stress reduction
___how to propose a new course _computer workshops

_how to write a course outline _____college strategic planning

____content-specific workshops (for departments) activities

__Other
5. If such workshops were held, at what times would you be available to attend? (check all that apply)_ Weekdays between 8 a.m. and noon

Weekdays between 1 1am. and 1p.m._ Weekdays between noon end three

_ Saturday morning_ Saturday afternoon

_ Sunday morning

Weekdays between 3 and 6 p.m. _ Sunday afternoon_ Weekday evenings between 6 p.m. and 10p.m. (on non-teachingevenings)_other__
6. Please check the times of the year you prefer for workshops. (check all that apply)

Before the start of the Fall semester_ Before the start of the Spring semester

During the summer

_During the Fall semester

_During the Spring semester

7. Would a booklet which addresses the above issues be helpful to you?( circle one) YES NO

8. When you started teaching part-time at Fullerton College, what curetyou know that you wished that

you had known from the beginning? ( If you are a new instructor, what information do you feel that you

are lacking?)_

Onrwm.mmildnIINVIMMIIM11
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PjEUhrjmL__/aymgigtjnj;gjhp2LgfttDlyjjfign
9. How often do you talk to your Division Dean (on the phone or in person)? (circle one)

once a week once a month twice a semester once a semester other

10. How often do you talk to your Department Chair (on the phone or in person)? (circle one)

once a week once a month twice a semester once a semester other

11. How often do you talk to other faculty members in your departm int? (circle one)

once a week once a month twice a semester once a:a/nester other.

12. How often do you talk to other faculty members outside your department? (circle one)

once a week once a month twice a semester once a semester other_

13. Would you like to meet more faculty members to talk more frequently? (circle one) YES NO

14. When you started teaching part-time, did you receive good guidance from an experienced full lma

instructor? (circle one) YES 140

15. When you started teaching part-time, did you receive good guidance from tm experienced Dart-time,

instructor? (circle one) YES NO

16. When you started teaching part-time, did you receive good guidance from the Division Dean or

Department Chair? (circle one) YES NO

17. Do you receive regular memos from your Division Dean or Department Chair throughout the

semester? (circle one) YES NO

18. Do you attend Division meetings or Department meetings throughout the semester? (circle one)

YES NO

19. If you do not attend Division meetings, which of the following reasons apply? (check all that apply)

__not aware of division meetings __unavailable to attend daytime meetings

__meetings are for full-time faculty _meetings are only held at beginning of semesters

other

20. Do you feel involved with Fullerton College? (circle one)

strongly involved somewhat lovolved slightly involved not involved

21. Do you feel involved with your Division or Department at Fullerton College? (circle one)

strongly involved somewhat involved slightly involved not involved

22. Would you like to become more involved with Fullerton College? (circle one) YES NO

23. Would you like to become more involved with your Division /Department?( circle one) YES NO

24. What could Fullerton College or your Division do to make your job as a part-time instructor better?

Perk, Four: Professional profile

25. How long have you been teaching part-time at Fullerton College? (circle one)

this is my first semester one semester one year 2 years 3 years 4 years 5 years

6-10 years 11-16 years more than 16 yeare

1 C
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26. Do you teach Mem& fjey classes or Intl classes? (circle one) DAY EVENING

27. Do you teach in more then one division or department at Fullerton College? YES NO

28. Whet is the approximate age of the students you may teach? (circle one)

18-22 18-25 25-35 25-45 18-45 other

29. How many hours eugst will you be teething this fall semester at Fullerton College?

Lecture hours Lab hour ILIIIINIMMOMPOINII

30. How my different clams will you be teaching during this fall semester at Fullerton College?

(circle one) 1 2 3 4 5

31. How many tank will you be teaching in the fall semester at Fullerton College? (circle one)

fewer than 20 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 70-79 80-89 90-99 over 100
32, Do you hope to eventually teach full-time? (circle one)

No at Fullerton College at another two-year college at another four -year collet)!

33. Do you teach in a primarily =not subject or a primarily galiffula subject? (circle one)

VOCATIONAL ACADEMIC

34. Are you currently working in the profession in which you teach? (circle one)

No Full-time Part-time Free-lance

35. Have you ever worked in the profession in which you Wet? (circle one)

No Full-time Part-time Free-lance

36. How lona 000 did you last work in the profession in whf gfiltgaggt? (circle one)

Never One year ago 2 years ego 3 years ago 5 years ago 10 years ago More than 10 yrs

37. ferwheLleggiliothme did you work in the profession in which you teeth? (circle one)

Never 1 year 2 years 3 years 5 years 10 years 15 years 20 years More than 20

38. Do you currently teach act:liffie at a school or college other then Fullerton College? ( circle one)

No High School two-year college four-year college

39. Do you currently teach full-jime at a school or college other than Fullerton College? (circle one)

No High School two-year college four-year college

40. How many ktgeogrigetigc, will you be teaching this fall semester at other colleges and schools?

None Lecture hours`..._____ Lab hours

41. How many daunt (Atlases will you be teaching during this fall semester at eil1eLeolleo3sischools?

(circle one) None 1 2 3 4 5

42.How many total students will you be teaching this fall semester at giher col leaes/steek?( circle one)

none 1-20 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 70-79 80-89 90-99 over 100

Pert Five: Personal Profile

43.62e (circle one) 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60+ genslet (circle one) M F

44, ,Hi t, High School Associate Bachelor Master Doctorate

Then* Aim very NM* (or year Help! (Additional comments may be modeon the front sheet.J



it toalidissia
to turn in your faculty survey!

Things are pretty hectic at the beginning of the
sawnsusterg and the& part-time faculty sesirlay you
remehred two .areeeles ago may taws basin tempomarily put
aside You are not alarm So Mar over enig of the
surveys have been returnee!, but we named yam to
reach faChs return*

dea pert-tkne faculty members are being surveyed in
or to gain a giatesdidat_ and ignamidap_., picture of the
ohursoteristios and unique needs of the part-time

sb faculty members of Fullerton College

Plow. take a farm minutes to fill out your survey and
return it to Diane Kelly through the Mail Roam at your
earliest oonvenianoe.

Thank you very muoh for your help.

Diane Kelly
Communioations Division instruct or

MEL If your survey has became lost in the shuffle,
please drop me a note, and 191 be happy to mind you
another reap*



Your Response is
IMPORTANT!

I decided to study the community college part-time faculty for my Masters
thesis in higher education for this reason:

Part-time faculty are a valuable asset to any college!

However, its difficult for a college to understand the special needs of the
part-time faculty without an Kor lianfija. Who are the part-time
faculty? What is their professional background? What are their concerns and
frustrations? Without this information, it would be difficult for any college
to understand the part-time faculty.

Why is nut response important?

Because nobody can fill out this survey for youl Your background and needs
are different from those of any other part-time faculty member. Fullerton
College has a very large (nearly 400) and diverse part-time faculty. Ica
Auriga, not be include
kraia4aarikaatgli SUrykyl

Your response will be strictly confidential.

Data from this survey will rolx be reported in summery form. Written
comments will be reported anonymously.

The results of this study will be given to administration.

This study will give the administration an accurate picture of the part-time
faculty which may be used for future decision-making and planning.

60% of the surveys have been returned.

100% return is =gala to the success of this study.

Please take a few minutes to complete the enclosed survey at your
c lspienignEg.

Return your completed survey to Diana Kelly in the Mailroom.

You, are important!
Don't be left out! 1 06



It only takes 5 minutes
to

let your voice be heard!

You're a busy person. But if you choose to ignore the Part-Time Faculty
Survey, you're letting a ooc4_glsgor.

Did you know that you are part of a very significant group?
Over half of the instructors in community colleges are part-time.
Relatively little is known about part-time instructors.
This is the first effort in recent years to do a comprehensive study of
the entire Fullerton College Part-Time Faculty.
So far 73% of the part-time faculty have returned the survey.
100% return is essential to meet the needs of all part-time faculty!

This is your chance!
Let ysgr opinions be known.
Your input will help to determine the future direction of professional
development activities for part-time faculty at Fullerton College.

You received a second copy of the Part Time Faculty Survey a
couple of weeks ago.

It may look, long, but the questions have been carefully constructed to
allow you to fill it out very quickly.
Feel free to add any comments about issues you are concerned about.
It only takes about five minutes to fill out the survey.

Please return your completed survey to Diana Kelly in the campus
mailroom as soon as possible.

(Please let me know if you need another copy of the survey. I will be happy
to send you one.)



W

To: [faculty name]
From: Diana Kelly
Date: November 14, 1988

Please complete the attached Part Time Faculty survey and return promptly. Thank you.

1D0
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Appendix 13
Part-Time Faculty Survey Response Frequencies

V-A Division fr mipm tadlercent
1, Biology 6 1.9%
2. Business 82 26.1%
3, Communications 11 3.5%
4. Fine Arts 31 9.9%
5. Home Economics 11 3.5%
6. Humanities SO 15.9%
7. Library 1 .3%
8. Math 29 9.2%
9. Physical Education 10 3.2%
10. Physical Sciences 6 1.9%
11. Social Sciences 30 9.6%
12. Student Services 5 1.6%
13. Technical Education 42 13.4%

314 100%

V 1 Which teachin methods do You use the most? ( multiple responses: in order of frequency)
Freuuencv Valid Percent

1. Lecture 294 93.6%
2. Class discussions 235 74 Rs'
3. Question & answer review of material 167 53.2%
4. Hands-on activities 161 51.3%
5. Small group discussions 103 32.8%
6. Overhead transparencies 100 31.8%
7. Videotapes 95 30.3%
8. Writing activities during class 93 29.6%
9. Ouest lectures 52 16.6%
10. Slides 43 13.7%
11. Audio tapes 32 10.2%
12. Computer-aided instruction 30 9.6%
13. Other 38 12.1%

films 9
demonstrations 7
chalkboard 5
field trips 3
handouts 2
workshop 2
visual aids 2
roleplay 1

calculator-aided instruction 1

computer demonstrations 1

student papers on opaque projector 1

samples 1

small group activity drills 1

skills testing
jigsawing 1
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V2 Atiat forms of 1 tiori do you use in grading our students?
( multiple responses: in order of frequency) alma Valid Pniot

1. Class attendence 227 72.3%
2. Cumulative final exam 187 59.6%
3. Class participation 185 58.9%
4. Multiple choice tests 182 58.0%
5. Regular homework assignments 169 53.8%
6. Midterm exam 162 51.6%
7. Short-answer tests 152 48.4%
8. Penalties for missed deadlines for assignments 139 44.3%
9. True -false tests 122 38.9%
10. Fill-in tests 120 38.2%
11. Essay tests 107 34.1%
12. Lab projects in class 84 26.8%
13. Graded in-class writing activities 77 24.5%
14. Regular writing assignments 75 23.9%
15. Non-cumulative final exam 70 22.3%
16. Written report ( w/out footnotes/bibliography) 69 22.0%
17. Tardiness in attendance 68 21.7%
18. Pop quizzes 66 21.0%
19. Oral reports in class 61 19.4%
20. Group projects prepared in class 50 15.9%
21. Keeping a journal 47 15.0%
22. Open-book tests 45 14.3%
23. Independent research on student-selected topic 44 14.0%
24. Group projects prepared outside of class 34 10.8%
24. Formal research paper ( footnotes/bibliography) 34 10.8%
25. Oral quizzes 33 10.5%
26. Interviews of experts conducted out of class 14 4.5%
26. Formal speeches in class 14 4.5%
27. Other 65 20.7%

[NOTE: all respondents did not elaborate on the specific "other" evaluation methods used.]
student performances 6

skill progress during semester 3

notebook 3
a problem-solving assignments 3

book reviews 2
final project 2
take-home final exam 2

craftsmanship & aesthetics of projects 1

outside reading 1

prepared tests for welding certification 1

weekly vocabulary quizzes 1

programming assignments 1

optional enrichment assignments 1

chapter tests 1

preparation of court printed documents 1

small group problem-solving assignments 1

individual projects prepared of class 1

students must keep detailed record of greo 1

map aseignments 1

group testing 1

attitude 1

ability to follow instruotioria 1
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V3 WheickyananiguLtLItanagUlic beoinnina of the semester?
(multiple responses: in order of frequency.) Frequencv igteercent

1. A course outline/syllabus 304 96.8%
2. Orading criteria for the class 295 93.9%
3. A week-by-week class schedule 200 63.7%
4. Nothing: students take notes on requirements 9 2.9%
5. Other 68 21.7%

[NOTE: some respondents offered more than one "other" handout.]
schedules pertaining to class activities 7
student information sheet/questionaire 6
a list of assignments 5
materials required 4
expectations and objectives of the course 4
additional class material 3
pertinent material not supplied in text 3
lab requirement; 3
policy manual ond guidelines 2
attendence criteria 2

a study sheet 2
bibliography 2
anything that might help in this class 2
glossary of terms 2
notes on material covered 2
answers to problems 2
extra exercises 2
writing sample 1

casette recording 1

I roject descriptions 1

list of art museums and galleries 1

pre-test (not counted for grade) 1

speed reading & lecture note-taking tips 1

copy of policy on "Academic Honesty" 1

what I expect of thorn 1

class procedures 1

a project report 1

M forms for assignments 1

first week assignment ideas 1

articles from magazines for discussion 1

a book of all handouts needed 1

safety information and safety tests 1

a my resume 1

college paperwork 1

student grade record sheet 1

grade contract 1

information on course journal 1

news items on subject matter 1

guidelines for class participation 1

suggestions for term papers 1

information sheet 1

* office and home phone of instructor 1

10
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interested in
in order of frequency)

Valid Percent
genginginmgmmykyourstaing?

45.2%1. Motivational techniques for the classroom 142
2. How to incorporate new teaching methods 114 36.3%
3. College teaching techniques 104 33.1Z
4. How to increase your rettntion of Ptuden Ls 94 30.0%
5. Teaching underpreparrd college students 8P 28.0%
6. Computer workshops 79 25.2%
7. Teaching adult and re-entry students 71 22.6%
8. Including critical thinking in classes 67 21.3%
9. Stress reduction 63 20.0%
10. How to market your classes 61 19.4%
1, . How to propose a new c ,urse 57 18.2%
12. Time Management 56 17.8%
13. Teaching bilingual ESL students 46 14.6%
14. Teaching high-risk students 42 13.354
15. Teaching vocational classes 41 13.1%
16. Grading procedures 40 12.7%
16. Fullerton College policies 40 12.7%
17. How to write a course outline 39 12.4%
18. Preparation of course materials 36 11.5%
18. Current issues in higher education 36 11.5%
19. Content-specific workshops in departments 34 10.8%
20. Interpersonal communication 33 10.5%
21. Division activities SO 9.6%
21. Physical wellness 30 9.6%
22. Legal issues relating to students 27 8.6%
23. Including writing in classes 26 8.3%
23. Working with high schools 26 8.3%
23. College transfer issues 26 8.3%
24. Internationalizing the curriculum 23 7.3%
25. College strategic planning 7 2.2%
26. Other 6 1.9%

Industry/job related math utilization 1

computing skills/programming 1

workshop on leading class discussions 1

student communication apprehension 1

interviewing techniques 1

community needs: hiring a graduate 1

V5 If suer workshops weregJnes would you be able to attend?
(multiple responses: in order of frequency) Frequency Valid Percent

1. Non-teaching weekday evenings 6-10 p.m. 159 50.6%
2. Saturday mornings 136 43.3%
3. Saturday afternoons 79 25.2%
4. Weekdays 3-6 p.m. 63 20.0%
5. Weekdays 8 am. - noon 46 14.3%
5. Weekdays noon - 3 p.m. 45 14.3%
G. Sunday afternoons 42 13.4%
7. Sun* mornings 38 12.1%
8. Other: Friday nights 1 .3%

1 0
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V6 VigatmagrItuarAmm." for workshoce
(multiple responses: in order of frequency) Emma Valid Percent

1. During the fall semester 146 46.5%
2. Before the start of the spring semester 123 39.2%
3. During the spring semeser 117 37.3%
4. Before the start of the fall semester 109 34.7%
5. During the summer 61 19.4%
6. Other 23 7.3%

too busy: no time 16
anytime 4
as a flex-day option 2
during spring break 1

V7 Would tinInLa3information booklet be helpful? (Missing Responses=18, 5.7% of total)
Frequency Valid Percent

1. Yes 244 82.4%
2. No 52 .17.6%

296 100%

V8 When 11 I.) started art-time at Fullerton College, what didn't you know that you
wisttysahjd known from m the b ireturang2 [Note: this was an open-ended question.]

011221111 Frequency Valid Percent
A. Satisfied with orientation 13 4.1%

Received great support from Business Division: lack of information was not a problem.
I was well-informed by the Music Department.
The Humanities Division and English Department prepped me well and were available for
any questions.

My department gave me a very thorough orientation. Other faculty volunteered
information and help was always available.
My beginning was excellent.
I was given en excellent orientation and introduction to the col legs. No problems here!
I had several friends already teaching here who told me what I needed to know.
No problems so far!
The orientation was fine.
It has been a very enjoyable experience.
Nothing: I was well indoctrinated.
Felt competent and supported by Business Division Dean. All went well. Thank you!
Nothing -- my department keeps me well informed.

Comments EMIR= YnlidIetENDI
Lsonumattak °ceps_ citices 61 19.4%

College policies. [12]
Grading policies & procedures. [10]
Administrative procedures. [5]
Record keeping procedures. [4]
Student drop policies & drop schedule [4]
Student discipline policies. [2]
Student ettendence policies. [2]
Student essessment tests: types of tests given to students, requirements to enter college,
who has authority to refer a student to a certain class. [2]
Instructor handbook of rules and regulations.
Unwritten college policies.
How the system works: financial aid, testing, counseling, scheduling, etc.
Who is in charge of what.
Proper channels to ea through. 1 a



V8 Memat Cedillas/1'n art -time t Fullerton Coll
ydattgysktajjsnaminalligjagLin.nt9 (continued]
IScollmpliciee &jogging (continued)

Knowledge of A.A. degree requirements.

Transfer requirements.
Information about other departments to pass on to s
How to propose a new course.

Length and time of class breaks.
Paperwork samples.
Information about flex hours.
Information on certification system.
Classroom and student regulations.

Policies concerning evening and weekend use of facilities.
How to check on student educational background.

Counseling process.

Learning skills center requirements.
Personnel in the administration office.
Procedures for proposing a new course.

Part-Time Faculty
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hat di dAtiggicror thitygg.

tudents.

Comments
C. Division/Deoartment Policies

Knowledge of class requirements.

Need to meet more faculty in my division.
Departmental policies and practices.
Course procedures.

Better understanding of how my course fits in the overall curriculum.
How difficult is "rigorous" at this level? I want to be sure my class is about the level
of the others.

Expectations of teachers in sequential classes for my students.
Criteria for students to take my class.
Orientation to the philosophy of the department.
Would like to have met the other instructors in the department: this would have led to
answering questions as they occurred.
I'd like to sAre teaching experiences with other faculty in my department.
More help from members of the department.
Nobody has ever advised me on departmental policies without my asking first.

Frequency
16

[2]
[2]
[2]

Valid Percent
5.0X

Common s Frequency Valid Percent
D. Teachinalechnigues 32 14.21

How to teach a class: basic teaching techniques. [5]
At whet speed to plan presentations. [ 2]
How to prepare a lecture. [ 2]
Time management. [ 2]
How to hold down student attrition. [2]
How to incorporate new teaching methods. [ 2]
Course preparation.
How to more fully develop a single topic.

Coordination of homework assignments, presentation of new materiel, giving tests,
and reviewing tests.
How to teaili the lab assignments.
A students' perspective of the instructor.
Extemporaneous speaking ability
How to adept a course to student needs.
Olen monsammont. 1
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t ou kni that ou
IDAftattyinivikneaummungnainiz [continued]

jeachino techniouel (continued)
How to organize a class to allow for more individualized attention.
Class work schedule
How to communicate to a class.

How to motivate underprepared students.
How much homework to assign.

How to teach adult students.

How to teach high-risk students.
How to meet the needs of disabled students.

How to write a course outline.

Comments Frequency Valid Percent
Llorthinahk J1 5.4%

Availability of help for reproduction & typing. [ 4]
How to get AV equipment into the classroom. [ 3]

Availability of audio-visual materials. [2]
Operation of audio-visual equipment. [2]
Availability of computer resources.
Where equipment and supplies to teach lab were placed. It would be nice if the prep
room had a directory!
How to make sure that the textbook is in the bookstore for my students.
Needed textbook with instructor guide.
Course outline.
How the computer lab is set up and operated.

COM Rents Frmona Percent
F. MI mat n a otQEAfton College. 13 4.1 %_

Where to park. [4]
A campus tour and map. [3:
Survival skills: bathroom and snackbar location, location of class, mailboxes, etc.[ 2]
A class schedule and catalog.

Services available to evening students.
Support services at Fullerton College.
Better all-around communication.

kuninti Frequency Valid Percent
working 10.5 %.

Lack of full-time opportunities. [5]
Salary schedule and pay increases. [ 4]

Everything about pay ( how, what, when). [ 3]
The high drop-out rate. [ 3]
The number of underprepared students. [2]
That I might be required to teach off campus. [2]
How much outside time is involved in preparation and grading.[ 2]
Sick day availability.
Low pay, long hours.
That I wouldn't have office space. I badly need a quiet undisturbed place to hold office hours
to work with my students because they write every week.
That ClegIset, are often cancelled or combined.
How ill-prepared students are in oral and written communication skills.
Characteristics of low-achievement students.
Students' level of education.
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knewthgtm.
witmsimunslinetaftgaltdaeginntaZ [continued]QuidEfelailltidi (continued)
a I did not know that some of the students would be so unmotivated. They are just like my

high school students.
Information on all services offered here.
That there would be no lab assistants available.
That more electives in my department are not available as they are at Cypress college.
That classrooms had been moved.

fammato frimmgy igliCeersmt
H. Other 4 111.

Terms of academia: "Matriculation," "articulation,""transfer ," "vocational," etc. [2]
Correlating high school and college curriculum
How to market my class.

LImgfiejulaymieLteygualy13=22002 (Missing Responses=5;
[for those ngi new this semester] Frequency

1. Ono per week 45
2. Once per month 67
3. Twice per semester 44
4. Once per semester 54
5. More than once per week 8
6. Seldom/Never 22
7. As needed 9
8. Other

254

1.9% of total)
VilidEercent
17.7%

26.4%
17.3%
21.3%

3.1%
8.7%
3.5%
2.0%,

100%

VIO dasitagulgialc g your Department Chair? ( Missing Responses-
[for those n new this semester] freauena

1. Once per week 70
2. Once per month 72
3. Twice per semester 36
4. Once per semester 36
5. More then once per week 15

6. Seldom/Never 9
7. As needed 7
8. Other

248

11; 4.2% of total)
Valid hurstai
28.2%
29.0%
14.5%
14.5%

6.0%
3.6%
2.8%

100%

V11 do often dumi talk to faculty lyggaiyigignz (Missing responses=7; 2.7% of total)
[for those Id new this semester] Engin= 119114 Permit,

1. Once per week 132 52.4%
2. Once per month 32 12.7%
3. Twice per semester 23 9.1X
4. Once per semester 16 6.3Z
5. More than once per week 24 9.5%
6. Seldom/Never 20 7.9%
7. As needed 1 .4X
8. Other 4 _US.

252 100%

1. 1 La



V12 liceutten.clugg_ktigis o r division? (Missing
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responses=17; 6.6%)
[for those ild new this semester] frequency

I . Once per week 39 16.1%
2. Once per month 33 13.6%
3. Twice per semester 22 9.1%
4. Once per semester 44 18.2%
5. More than once per week 8 3.3%
6. Seldom/Never 89 36.8%
7. As needed 0 0.0%
8. Other 7

242 100%

V13 Would like to meet more faculty? (Missing responses=22; 8.5% of total)
[for those not new this semester] Frequency, Valid Percent

1. Yes 126 53.2%
2. No 111 46.8%

290 100%

V14 u receive full-time Jac lt member? (Missing responses-3; 1.2%)
[for those not new this semester] Freou ?ncv

1. Yes 144
2. No 112

256

Valid Percent
56.3%
AUK
100%

V15 i Mice rEstyggmaghLogilzirt-time fecul m r? ( Missing responses=11; 4.2%)
[for those ngl new this semester]

1 Yes

2. No

freouencv Valid Percent
72 29.0%

176 71.0%
248 100%

V16 l7id yskrecekezidenizeirmour_12 (Missing responses =7; 2.7%)
[for those not new this semester] !maim MiLen; _ant

1. Yes 174 69.0%
2. No 2.11 31S11

252 100%

V17 gamsztve regular memo from your Division Dean? (Missing responses=1; .4%)
[for those not new this semester] Emma' Val Percent

I . Yes

2. No
225 (37.2%

12.8%
258 100%

V18 pgm/ItsAQiyisionmeetince (Missing responsesm2; .8% of total)
[for those not new this semester] Frequency yithilercent

1. Yes 45 17.5%
2. No 2 §211

257 100%



V19 If you do not attend Division meetings. why not? ( Missing responses=5; 2.4% of total)
[for those fig , new this semester] (NOTE: Only those who answered "no" to V18 were tabulated.)

[LAMM11 f, 'Mid Percent
1. Not aware of division meetings. 21 10.1%
2. Meetings are for full-time faculty. 29 14.0%
3. Unavailable to attend meetings. 68 32.9%
4. Meetings only at beginning of sem. 8 3.9%
5. Answers 1,2. 13 6.3%
6. Answers 1,2,3. 14 6.8%
7. Answers 1,3. 13 6.3%
8. Answers 2,3,4. 2 1.0%
9. Answers 1,4 1 .5%
10. Answers 2,3 25 12.1%
11. Answers 3,4 4 1.9%
12. Answers 1,3,4 1 .5%
13. Answers 1,2,4 1 .5%
14. Answers 2,4. 3 1.4%
15. Answers 1,2,3,4. 1 .5%
16. Other 3 1.4%

207 100%
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Emmet

V20 Do you feel involved with Fullerton Colima? ( Missing responses=1; .4% of total)
[for those, new this semester] ftewencit. Yelid Percent

1. Strongly involved 40 15.5%
2. Somewhat involved 95 36.8%
3. Slightly involved 94 36.4%
4. Not involved 29 11.2%,

258 100%

V21 plygideggirivolved wit your Division or Department? ( Missing responses *2; .8%)
[for those nia new this semester] gelid terseni

1. Strongly involved 56 21.8%
2. Somewhat involved 111 43.22
3. Slightly involved 71 27.6%
4. Not involved 19 7.458

257 100%

V22 W uu like m re10otvenent with Fullerton Coll NE? (Missing responses-15; 5.8%)
[for those Da new this semester] Freauen.cy Ynlidlorstal

1. Yes 149 61.1%
2. No 95

244 100%

V23 Would you like more invnlvanent withyour 1)il/J)gati (Missing revonses=17; 6.6%)
[for those not new this semester] Fr envy Valid Percent

1. Yes 160 66.1%
2. No 33.9%,

242 100%
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V24 What coulpullerinSiaLor yo r Division 'ob as r_.21:4)*Ds instructor
WIWI [NOTE: This was an open-ended question.]
goiment3 Frequency Valid Percent
A.IgtiltigglittlEgrgAgin l 112.1

Nothing -- everything is fine. [12]
I em quite satisfied that all has been done to make me as comfortable as possible.
I'm well satisfied.
They do everything that I need.

Not much! Humanaties Division has been fantastic!
Mod job!
Nothing. Everyone is helpful whenever needed.
The college and my division have been very supportive and helpful.
Everything has been good the past 15 years.
Nothing: my needs are being met.
I am pleased the way it is now.
They truly do enough.
I em happy with this association.
My division has done a fine job.
Nothing -- they are very cooperative.
The supervision and support provided by the Business Division is outstanding!
Appreciated very much by me.
Remain as available and as concerned and encouraging as they have been.
The division has been quite helpful.
They do a good job. I feel "at home" here.
I am pleased with the department and division support.
Job is great. It would be tough to improve.
I am satisfied with my division arrangements at present.
Everything is working out pretty well.
I think the cooperation is excellent, including the Communications Division Secretory.
The Home Economics Department hasgone far to help me and make me feel welcome.
My division is very organized. I know they are there should I need help.

ramgett Frequency NA Percent
B. Teishing load II

Hire me full-time. [1 0]
Add to my teaching load. [4]
Hire more full-time positions.
Allow me to touch more than 10 hours per week!
I like my part-time job. I wish I had more hours and classes.

Commend Frequency Valid Percent
Q,..adigry and Benefits 5,7%

Increase salary and benefits. [61
Provide benefits. [3]
Award day contracts to part -time faculty or increase extended day pay sccle.
Pay comparable to daytime.

Pay us for all the overtime: for scoring holistic essays, etc.
Pro-rate pay.
Pay a professional salary.
Oat me a raise.

Benefits, security, sick days, holidays, seniority, more pay.
Explain any fringe benefits available to us.

Have some benefits: retirement, medical, professional time.
Offer benefits such FIR insurouirm FvRn A nrnlin rata nrrinrarn wrnIlrf hil hal nil I
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V24 iteisegKEIJACKCollegezygr Division do t make ysz job asiorictor
better? [continued]

Frequency, Valid Percent
D....guilysjggyny 4.8%

Treat part-timers with more respect and invite them to participate.
increase our status with full-time faculty.
Due respect as a functioning part of the total FC staff.
Include part-time instructors.
Be non - demeaning /arrogant toward part-timers.
Do I feel important? Sometimes . .

Do not look at us as part-time instructors.
Recognize part-time instructom: list with full-time faculty, provide ID cards, provide
some benefits, etc.
Notice we're here. Pert-timers are not a "real pert of the school." Look in the directory.
My name is not in the personnel directory.
Improve the status of part-timers.
Validate our contributions to the college and the community.
Perhaps make part-time people feel like more of a part of a teem.
I love Fullerton College. I graduated here. Make part-time instructors feel like we belong
and are not just a convenience for them to fill a vacant spot no one else wants.
Listen to what I have to say. Nobody asks. I feel uneasy when I have a comment or
suggestion. I don't think anybody wants it.

Mats frmemy Valid erf_ment

E, Time, 4 1.3%,

Working a full-time administrative job severly limits what I'm available to do.
Doing fine. My lack of time and availability is the obstacle at this point.
It's a tough question. I teach at two other colleges.
Fix the gridlock on the freeways!

Comments Frequency Valid Percent
,F Facilities and Office Ext 18 5.7%

Office space and a phone. [5]
Oive me an office and regular office hours. [3]
Clerical support. [2]
Provide additional storage facilities for paperwork. [2]
Could use a desk or file space on campus.
My class is scheduled until 10:30 p.m. and many times I do not leave until 11:30 due to
cleaning up, etc. During this period from 6 p.m. to 11:30 p.m. I do not have access to a
telephone (only a pay phone downstairs and a half block away). For safety reasons I would
like access to a phone quickly!

Better facilities for overhead transoarencles.
Stabilize classroom assignmei its on FC campus.
Make available the same computer facilities that are at hand to full-time instructors in a
general office, possibly.
Increase access to technical equipment.

Comments Frequency Valid Percent
0, College Policies end Procedures 5 1 .6 St

Provide easy parking.
Be more precise on paychecks: pay period covers which days and hours worked, which are
college and which are Adult Ed.
Make enrollment easier.

1 1 fral



V24 What could Fullerton Coll or uIgeyqj)Majonffijo_ k
jiejteri [continued]
CAMEL/ frog=
Q, Status of Part Time Faculty,

Treat part-timers with more respect and invite them
increase our status with full-time faculty.
Due respect as a functioning part of the total FC staff.
Include pert -time instructors.
Be non-demeaning/arrogant toward part-timers.
Do I feel important? Sometimes . . .

Do not look at IA as pert -time instructors.
RecrAjuize part-time instructors: list with full-time
some benefits, etc.

Notice we're here. Part-timers are not a "real part of the school." Look in the directory.
My name is not in the personnel directory.
Improve the status of pert - timers.
Validate our contributions to the college and the community.
Perhaps make part-time people feel like more of a part of a team.
I love Fullerton College. I graduated here. Make pert -time instructors feel like we belong
and are not just a convenience for them to fill a vacant spot no one else wants.
Listen to what I have to say. Nobody asks. I feel uneasy when I have a comment or
suggestion. I don't think anybody wants it.

Part-Time Faculty
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uri b instructor

!did Percent
4.82

to participate.

faculty, provide ID cards, provide

GEM& frequency Valid Percent
E. TimeConstraints 4 1. 2

Working a full-time administrative job severly limits what I'm available to do.
Doing fine. My lack of time and availability is the obstacle at this point.
It's a tough question. I teach at two other colleges.
Fix the gridlock on the freeways!

01111111111 WNW= Valid Percent,
F, Facilities and Qffice space 1 Q, 5.71b

Office space and a phone. (51
Give me an office and regular office hours. [3]
Clerical support. [2]
Provide additional storage facilities for paperwork. [21
Could use a desk or file space on campus.
My class is scheduled until 10:30 p.m. and many times I do not leave until 11:30 due to
cleaning up, etc. During this period from 6 p.m. to 11:30 p.m. I do not have access to a

telephone (only a pay phone downstairs and a half block away). For safety reasons I would
like access to a phone quickly!

Better facilities for overhead transparencies.
Stabilize classroom assignments on FC campus.

Make available the same computer facilit;es that are at hand to full-time instructors in a

general office, possibly.
Increase access to technical equipment.

Coninignta f_rjgg v Valid Percent
0, Callao& Policies and Prqcequres ,1,62

Provide easy perking.
Be more precise on paychecks: pay period covers which days and hours worked, which are
college and which are Adult Ed.
Make enrollment easier.

11
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V24 mid erto11 gmL1).ido to make your 'ot%L11x.-.1.tL..___neinstructor
patter? [continued]
%Sam PoliciesetnciPr es (continued)

Start the fall semester in September, not August 16.
I like my students at FC, but I get very frustrated at the rigid and numerous rules at FC
and the necessity for two mailboxes to check and wrestle with. I am not happy at my
current clesroom site being so far from parking. Take the locks off mailboxes!
Consolidate mailboxes, give me classrooms near the department office, and give me
parking near my rooms.

%MAO Freoufmcv. Valid Percent
H. joglQe2Eglt* 14 4.5X

Be invited to department meetings and workshops. [2]
Meetings with full-time faculty.
Have meetings that include part-time faculty.
Be made aware of division meetings involving teaching procedures.
More meetings after 4 p.m. for other part-time faculty.
Regular meetings with part-time faculty.
Have evening department meetings/workshops for pert -time instructors.
Joint meetings with day instructors.
Invitations to department meetings.
Our pert-time faculty never meets as a whole.
Set up meetings to coordinate subjects.

Department meetings should be open to part-timers.
This year was the first time I was invited to the luncheon at the beginning of the semester.
That was nice!

frAsm, tier) Valid Percent
I. Curriculum and Planning Input 4.5Z

Allow us to give more course input.
Listen to our input regarding subject matter.
Set up a procedure so that those most senior in the department are guaranteed first choice
on open sections for scheduling.

.1 Allow part-time faculty input into the strategic plan of the department.
Let me know how my class fits into the overall curriculum.
Involve part-time instructors in department decisions.
Don't schedule classes during peak freeway hours.
More class offerings in my subject.
A variety of teaching assignments.
Let me teach more advanced courses.

Getting all teachers to agree on a new lecture book.
WouLl like to know what supplemental materials other faculty use in addition to text.
Get class materialistudent rosters, and other materials at least a week before the class
begins to prepare and plan.

Improve/replace the worn and outdated lab equipment.

Comments Fresuency
sLSailmairgibm11Aggi ration 1 i

More communication. [5)
As a minimum it would help to be consulted/considered or at least advised when the night
or time of the class I've taught for years is changed.
More contact.

Orientations on equipment and teaching procedures. 11
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V24 yqhltscgsthillEtamnsLysur Division do to make your lob as a cart -time instructor
better? [continued]
J. Communication & Intearation (continued)

Having been employed at FC as a full-time sabbatical replacement for one semester really
helped in these areas: involvement with the college and deaprtment. More contact
(professional and social) with the full-time faculty would be nice.
More communication between part-time instructors.
More personal contact, input, and feedback.

Comments frequency Valid Percent
K. Teachina conditions 8 2.5%

Provide money for teaching aids. [3]
We need meth motivational material for industry/job-related areas.
Have all ESL students take an ESL placement test so that placement in classes is more
effective.
Placement of students in classes is a concern.
Better prepared students.

screen students for right classes. Mostly I have students from different extremes.

Comments Frequency, Valid Percent
Lltifsmuntg 11 3.5%

Provide mini-courses on subjects listed in question 4 at convenient times, no more than
2-3 hours in length. [2]
Have occasional meetings and/or workshops that apply to part-time instructors.
Create workshops or meetings for us to exchange ideas and to bond as a group or
community.
Sharing with other instructors.
Presentations on particular populations of students.
Conduct workshops on a volunteer basis.

A booklet with specifics: payroll, parking, holidays, phone numbers, map, etc.
When I first started teaching I would have liked some professional feedback.
Oive evaluations more frequently
Eliminate flex hours: add back the additional class meeting.

V25 1:101sve you been teachinapart-time at Fullerton Collar? ( Missing-1; .3% of total)
Frequency Valid Percent

1. This is the first semester 54 17.3
2. One semester 15 4.8%
3. One Year 44 14.1%
4. Two years 30 9.6%
5. Three years 19 6.1%
6. Four years 20 6.4%
7. Five years 18 5.8%
8. Six to Ten years 50 16.0%
9. Eleven to Fifteen years 34 10.9%
10. Over Fifteen years 29, 9.3%

313 100%

V26 Do you teach orimgri ly dav or evening clmol ( Missing responses:3; 1.0)
Ere E= Valid percent

1. Day 69 22.2%
2. Evening 227 73.0%
3. Both

311 120 1 nnz
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V27 Do tea_m_glijanore than one division at Fullerton College ?, ( Missing=2; .6% of total)
freouena, MILEBroal.

1. Yes 6 1.9%
2. No 306 98.1%

312 100%

V28 it i II: I ( Missing= 1 2; 3.8% of total)
Frequency

1. 18-22 16
2. 18-25 109
3. 25-35 51
4. 25-45 34
5. 18-45 82
6. Other 10

302

illicaeLTent
5.3%

36.1%
16.9%
11.3%

27.2%
3.3%

100%

V29 Flow many hours per week do you teach at Fullerton this semester? ( Missing -3; 1.0)
Min Freauencv Mtfirsed
2 hours 6 1.9%
3 hours 87 27.7%
4 hours 37 11.8%
S hours 42 13.4%
6 hours 44 14.0%
7 hours 6 1.9%
8 hours 36 11.5%
9 hours 29 9.2%
10 hours 8 2.5%
11 hours 5 1.6%
12 hours 5 1.6%
14 hours 1 .3%
15 hours 1 .3%
18 hours (this may not be accurate) 2 .6%
24 hours (this may not be accurate) 2 .6%
Mean: 5.71 Median: 5.0 Mode: 3.0 311 100%

V30 How man different classes do vou teach at Fullerton this semester ?, (Missing=3; 1.0%)
C1M§

Median: 1.0 Made: 1.0

Fri iffi jgras Valid Percent
1 class

2 classes
3 classes
4 classes

5 classes
6 classes
Mean: 1.46

201
80
24

4

1

1

64.0%
25.5%

7.6%
1.3%

.3%

.3%
311 100%



V31 1-1 many students domilim..___nxAnester? (Missing=9;
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2.9% of total)
Valid Percent,ice freilliffl&Y,

1. less then 20 37 12.1%
2. 20-29 81 26.6%
3. 30-39 58 19.0%
4. 40-49 42 13.8%
5. 50-59 24 7.9%
6. 60-69 15 4.9%
7. 70-79 22 7.2%
8. 80-89 9 3.0%
9. 90-99 6 2.0%
10. 100 or more 11 3.6%
(Pert -time faculty teach about 12,000 students.) 305 100%

V32 Do you hone tg.eventuailv teach full time? ( Missing responses=6; 1.9% of total)
Frequency Thud Percent

1. No 135 43.8%
2. Fullerton College 104 33.8%
3. Another 2-year college 9 2.9%
4. Another 4-year college 19 6,2%
5. Answers 2,3 18 5.8%
6. Answers 2,3,4 17 5.5%
7. Answers 2,4 5 1.6%
8. Answers 3,4 1 .3%

308 100%

V33 Do you teach a vocational or academic sub'ect? (Missing responses -7; 2.2% of total)
Frequency 'valid Percent

1. Vocational 124 40.4%
2. Academic 183 59.6%

307 100%

V34 Are you currently working in the rkolemimihich you teach? (Missing=7; 2.2% of total)
freauencv Valid Percent

1. No 59 19.2%
4..2. Full-time 151 49.2%
3. Part-time 64 20.8%
4. Free-lance 33 10.7%

307 100%

V34 Arlagycurrentl lAwitintitvi in which you teach? (Missing=1; .8% of total)
[Vocational faculty only' Ensilim. Valid Peiced
1, No 18 14.6%
2. Full-time 72 58.5%
3, Part-time 22 17.9%
4. Free-lance 11 8.9%

121 100%
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V35 HuesyE,±2,worked in the rofessiontuthich ( Missing=13; 4.1% of total)
Valid PercentIMIMAGY

1. No 27 9.0%
2. Full-time 220 73.1%
3. Part-time 35 11.6%
4. Free-lance 19 6.3%

301 100%

V35 BEgyktvitravorksd in the refeassion in which you teach? ( Missing=3; 2.4% of total)
[Vocational faculty only] WNW, slid percent
1. No 2 1.7%
2. Full-time 108 89.3%
3. Part-time 5 4.1%
4. Free-lance 6 5.0%

121 100%

V36 How long am did you work in the in which t NIL? (Missing=225; 71.4%)
Emmy Valid Pere

25.8%1. Never 23
2. One year 27
3. Two years 4
4. Three years 6
5. Five years 9
6. Ten years 7
7. More than ten years J.

89

30.3%
4.5%
6.7%

10.1%
7.9%

14.6%

100%

V36 How lorAvork in the profession Missing=1; 5.6%)
[loc faculty not currently in profession.] Emma Valid Percent
1. Never 1 5.9%
2. One year 3 17.6%
3. Two years 2 11.8%
4. Three years 2 11.8%
5. Five years 2 11.8%
6. Ten years 3 17.6%
7. More than ten years 4 23.5%

18 100%

V37 F IL I I I I I I %I- I I (Missing=25; 7.9%)
Frequency Valid Perceat

1. Never 25 8.7%
2. One year 12 4.2%
3. Two years 11 3.8%
4. Three years 12 4.2%
5. Five years 36 12.5%
6. Ten years 50 17.3%
7. Fifteen years 49 17.0%
8. Twenty years 29 10.0%
9. Over twenty years 65 22.5%

289 100%
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V37 Egubat ienath_ditvc work in ttlig JffisrgmLNf 'on Ir._ ilthighsatikachl ( Missing=6; 4.8 %)
[Vocational faculty only.] Freacencv Valid Percent
1. Never 3 2.5%
2. One year 2 1.7%
3. Two years 2 1.7%
4. Three years 4 3.4%
5. Five years 12 10.2%
6. Ten years 26 C2.0%
7. Fifteen years 25 21.2%
8. Twenty years 12 10.2%
9. Over twenty years 12 27.1%

118 100%

V38 Do you currently teach part -time at another school or doll ? ( Missing=4: 1.3%)

Emu= Midirarini
1. No 198 63.9%
2. High School 7 2.3%
3. Two-year college 66 21.3%
4. Four-year college 30 9.7%
5. Both 2 and 4 year colleges 9 2.9%

310 100%

V39 2gyggstucurrently teach jngthermhzigcsage ( Missing=5; 1.6% of total)
flatmgm Valid Percent

1. No 257 83.2%
2. High School 38 12.3%
3. Two-year college 3 1,0%
4. Four-year college 11 3.6%

309 100%
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V40 tipAyanyt9krp%s ern* doyou_tmliat otherr.-Atai, Missing=2; .6%)
do
none

1 hour

2 hours
3 hours
4 hours
5 hours
6 hours
7 hours
8 hours
9 hours
10 hours
12 hours
15 hours
16 hours
18 hours
20 hours
21 hours
22 hours
23 hours
24 hours
25 hours
26 hours
29 hours
30 hours
35 hour
36 hours
37 hours
40 hours
50 ilours
Mean: 6.88 Median: 0 Mode: 0

EMI=
157

7

2
20

4
2

22
3
6

11

3
12
10

2
8
4
1

1

1

2
15

1

1

4
1

3
2
6

312

V41 How many different gignakyoulgegjullabgEmfiLaursgaggE
Mee Lamm
;lone 159
1 class 47
2 classes 51

3 classes 25
4 classes 19
5 classes 13

Mem: 1.16 Median: 0 Mode: 0 314

YAIld Percent
50.3%

2.2%

.6%

6.4%
1.3%

.6%

7.1%
1.0%

1.S%

3.5%
1.0%

3.8%
3.2%

.6%

2.6%
1.3%

.3%

.3%

.3%

.6%

4.8%
.3%

.3%

1.3%

.3%

1.0%

.6%

1.9%

100%

Valid Percent
50.6%
15.0%
16.2%

8.0%
6.1%
4.1%

100%
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V42 How utlantikyou t h t ttLALJEzhal ru:ssagg§? (Missing=10; 3.2%)
Students Frequency hiljaYereent
1. None 152 50.0%
2. 1-19 7 2.3%
3. 20-29 19 6.3%
4. 30-39 14 4.6%
5. 40-49 13 4.3%
6. 50-59 6 2.0%
7. 60-69 9 3.0%
8. 70-79 8 2.6%
9. 80-89 9 3.0%
10. 90-99 10 3.3%
11. 100 or more 57 Mit

304 100%

V43 ft, (Missing responses=4; 1.3% of total) Freammt id Percent
1. 20-29 19 6.1%
2. 30-39 93 30.0%
3. 40-49 123 39.7%
4. 50-59 59 19.0%
5. 60-69

310 100%

V44 ftigtr (Missing responses=5; 1.6% of total) Emma Valid Percent
1. Male 183 59.2%
2. Female 12fi 40,8%

301 100%

V45 tiAntSgiue Earned (Missing responses=4; 1.3% of total)
f r timAnu, VolYelId Percent

1. High School 14 4.5%
2. Associate 22 7.1%
3. Bachelor 68 21.9%
4. Master 155 50.0%
5. Doctorate ii. 16.5%

310 100%

V45 thstgaigutd Eat (Missing responses-4; 1.3% of total)
[Academic faculty only.] Er=111GY. Valid Percent
1. High School 0 0%
2. Associate 0 0%
3. Bachelor 22 12.0%
4. Master 120 65.6%
5. Doctorate 41 22.4%

124 100%
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APANDILELMAMTEAL MAL/Ka

Table 1: Chi Square Analysis iNac25939
Involvement Profile: Division Type

Variable CM Square 1W Significance High (residual) Low (residual)

V9 Talk Div. Dean 28.50 8 <.001 Career( +10.9) Voc/tech( -2.9)

V10 Talk Dept. Chair 41.59 3 <.00001 Career( +17.7) Business( -11.3)

V 11 Talk Faculty 50.52 8 <.00001 Career( +9.3) Business( -20.1)

V13 Like meet faculty 8.99 4 .06

V14 Guidance FT faculty 6.57 4 .16

V16 Guidance Div. Dean 4.28 4 .37

V17 Memos Div. Dean 5.27 4 .26

V18 Attend meetings 38.64 4 <.00001 Career( +8.9) Business( -10.4)

V20 College Involvement 9.42 4 .051 Business( +7.8) M/Sci&Lib/A( -4.4)

V21 Division Involvement 11.49 4 .02 Career( +6.9) Liberal Arts( -6.0)

V22 Want more inv. 7.29 4 .12

V23 Want more inv. Div. 11.51 4 .02 Liberal Arts ( +8.7) Voc/Tech( -6.5)

[Minimum expected frequency 1 5.0.1

* includes all faculty who were not new in the semester the survey was taken.

Table 2: Chi Square Analysis [14=259*)
Involvement Profile:

Variable Chi Square DF

New and Old Part-timers'
Significance )10 yrs up to 1 yr

(residual) (residual)
V9 Telk Div. Dean 9.97 6 .13

V 10 Talk Dept. Chair 8.01 6 .24

VII Talk Faculty 2.19 6 .90

V13 Like meet faculty 3.58 3 .31

V14 Guidance FT faculty 6.73 3 .08

V16 Guidance Div. Dean 5.02 3 .17

V17 Memos Div. Dean 6.23 3 .10

V18 Attend meetings 1.84 3 .61

V20 College Involvement 8.56 3 .04 +10.0 +3.9

V21 Division Involvement 2.15 3 .54

V22 Wont more inv. Coll 9.36 3 .02 -9.0 +6.0

V23 Want more inv. Div. 14.80 3 .002 -8.7 +10.3

[Minimum expected frequency 5.0.1 121
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Table 3: CM Square Analysis 114-259ie1
Involvement Profile: "Hopeful

Variable CM Square DE Significance Hopeful FT (residual)

V9 Talk Div. Dean 3.95 2 .14

V10 Talk Dept. Chair 6.65 2 .04 +8.8

V11 Talk Faculty 4.71 2 .09

V13 Like meet faculty 20.84 1 .00001 +17.3

V14 Ouidence FT faculty 4.55 1 .03 +8.4

V16 Guidance Div. Dean 5.28 1 .02 +8.4

V17 Memos Div. Dean 3.70 1 .054

V18 Attend meetings .78 1 .37

V20 College Involvement .008 1 .93

V21 Division Involvement .74 1 .39

V22 Want more inv. Coll. 21.74 1 <.00001 +17.7

V23 Want more inv. Div. 23.81 1 <.00001 +17.9

[Minimum expected frequency 5.0.1

* Includes ail faculty who were not new in the semester the survey was taken.

Table 4: CM Square Analysis IN-259*1
Involvement Profile: "Vocational and Academic"

Variable CM Square DE Significance Vocational Academic

(residual) (residual)
V9 Talk. Div. Dean 2.62 2 .27

V10 Talk Dept. Chair 1.94 2 .38

V11 Talk Faculty 4.15 2 .13

V13 Like meet faculty 5.97 1 .01 -9.2 +9.2

V14 Guidance FT faculty 2,39 1 .12

Y16 Ouidance DIV. Dean .12 1 .73

V17 Memos Div. Dean 4.48 .03 +5.6 -r, 6

V18 Attend meetings 8.80 1 .003 +8.8 -8.8

V20 College Involvement 2,35 1 .125

V21 Division Involvement 7.52 1 .006 +10,2 -10.2

V22 Want more ir v. Coll. 5.27 1 .02 -8.6 +8.6

Y23 Want more inv. Div. 6.64 1 .0099 -9.3 +9,3

[Minimum expected frequency i 5.0.1 12 L
11 Includes all faculty who were net new .In the unneetwr the survey wen token.
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Table 5: Chi Square Analysis 114-259*1
Involvement Profile: Male and Female

Variable

V9 Talk Div. Dean

V10 Talk Dept. Chair

V 1 1 Talk Faculty

V13 Like meet faculty

V 14 Guidance FT faculty

Y16 Guidance Div. Dean

V17 Memos Div. Dean

V 18 Attend meetings

V20 College Involvement

V21 Division Involvement

V22 Want more inv. Coll.

V23 Want more inv. Div.

CM Square

.45

.34

.56

2.63

.45

.23

1.61

.01

6,62

.70

1.42

2.69

DF

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Significance

.80

.84

.75

.11

.50

.63

.20

.91

.01

.40

.23

.10

Male

(residual)

+9,9

Female

(residual)

-9.9

[Minimum expected frequency Z 5.0.1

* Includes all faculty who were not new in the semester the survey was taken.

Table 6: Chi Square Analysis [N=2591.]
Involvement Profile: Day and Evening

Veriablo CM Square DF Significance Day Evening

(residual) (residual)
V9 Talk Div. Dean 5.76 2 .056

VIO Talk Dept. Chair 14.36 2 .0008 +11.6 -11.6

V11 Talk Faculty 7.43 2 .02 +8.2 -8.2

V13 Like meet faculty .36 1 .55

V14 Guidance FT faculty .02 1 .90

V16 Guidance Div. Dean .0( 5 1 .94

V17 Memos Div. Dean .05 1 .83

V18 Attend meetings 8.02 1 .005 + 7.1 -7.1

V20 College Involvement 2.68 1 .10

V21 Division Involvement .41 1 .52

V22 Want more inv. Coll. 1.83 1 .18

V23 Want more inv. Div. 1.32 1 .25

[Minimum expected frequency x 5.0.1 1.2!)
* Includes all faculty who were not new in the semester the survey was taken.
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Table 7: Chi Square Analysis [N=259*1
Involvement Profile: "Moonlighters"

Variable Chi Square DF Significance "Moonlighters' Residual
V9 Talk Div. Dean 1.75 2 .42

V10 Talk Dept. Chair 3.60 2 .17

V11 Talk Facultm 4.51 2 .11

Y13 Like meet faculty 2.82 1 .09

V14 Guidance FT faculty .04 1 .84

V16 Guidance Div. Dean .04 1 .85

V17 Memos Div. Dean .51 1 .47

V18 Attend meetings .04 1 .84

V20 College Involvement .44 1 .51

V21 Division Involvement 2.38 1 .12

Y22 Want more inv. Coll. 2.18 1 .14

V23 Want more inv. Div. 1.63 1 .20

[Minimum expected frequency 2 5.01

* Includes all faculty who were not new in the semester the survey wee taken.

Table 8: Chi Square Analysis [N-259*]
Involvement Profile: 'Full-time Teachers"

Varian)
V9 Talk Div. Dean

V 10 Talk Dept. Chair

V 11 falk Faculty

Y I I Like meet faculty

VI4 Guidance FT faculty

V16 Guidance Div. Dean

Y17 Memos Div. Dean

Y18 Attend meetings

V20 College Involvement

V21 Division Involvement

Y22 Want more inv. Coll.

V23 Went more inv. Div.

Chi Square

.60

.13

1.73

.35

1.91

4.59

.13

2.56

.24

.99

.01

.12

DF

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Significance

.74

.93

.42

.56

.17

.03

.72

.11

.62

.32

.90

.72

Full-time Teachers Residual

-5.6

[minimum expected frequency a 5.0.] .13 u
* Includes all faculty who were not new in the semester the survey was taken.
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Table 9: CM Square Analysis Ehla.25919
Involvement Profile: "Freeway Fliers"

Variable Chi Square DE Significance "Freeway Fliers" Residual
V9 Talk Div. Dean 2.63 2 .27

V10 Talk Dept. Chair 3.11 2 .21

V11 Talk Faculty 2.99 2 .22

V13 Like meet faculty 3.80 1 .051 +7.1

V14 Guidance FT faculty .16 1 .69

V16 Guidance Div. Dean 1.26 1 .26

V17 Memos Div. Dean .04 1 .84

V18 Attend meetings .006 1 .94

V20 College Involvement .80 1 .37

V21 Division Involvement .44 1 .51

V22 Want more inv. Coll. 1.09 1 .30

V23 Want more inv. Div. 1.63 1 .20

(Minimum expected frequency 2 5.0.1

* Includes all faculty who were not new in the semester the survey was taken.

Table 10: Summary Table Chi Square Analysis
Involvement Profiles

Characteristic Talk Talk Talk Meet Nide Oulde memos meet Inv Inv. More More
Dean Chair Fec. Fec. FT Fec. Div D. fec. coil. div. Inv.C. Inv. D.

Division TVDe

Ma h & Science

Business

Career + + +

Liberal Arts

Voc/Technical -

New art-timer

Qktar_tzilmsr:

Hopeful-Full-timer

Vgrational & Academic

Male & Female

Day fK Evening D D

!ionliohtere,

Egjlitimoi000kri

ECIBBYKLUICI

A

13.

V V

D

dal 4111

V A A
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Table 11: CM Square Analysis (14=3141
Professional Profile: Division Type

Variable CM Square OF Significance High (residual) Low (residual)
V25 Length teaching PT 42.11 12 .00003 Business( +10.5) Liberal Arts( +12.1)

(over 10 yrs) ( 1 yr or less)
V26 Day or Evening 41.56 4 (.00001 Business( + 16.9) Career ( -12.6)

(evening faculty) (evening faculty)
V29 Hours teaching 58.44 12 <.00001 Math/Sci( +7.3) Business( +18.8)

(8 or more hours) (up to 3 hours)
V30 Number of classes 20.45 4 .0004 Career ( +11.8) Business( +11.2)

(2 or more classes) ( 1 class)
Y32 Hope teach full-time 28.14 4 .00001 Liberal Arts( +17.7) Business( -13.7)

V33 Vocational or Academic 141.62 4 <.00001 Vac/Tech( +24.4) Liberal Arts( -31.4)

V34 Work full-time 38.03 4 <.00001 Business( +18.2) Liberal Arts( -17.4)

V39 Teach full-time 18.51 4 .001 Math/Sci( +8.1) Business( -5.0)

V38 Teach part-time 31.02 4 (.00001 Liberal Arts( +18.1) Business( -9.3)

V43 Aga 25.20 8 .001 Business( +12.6) Career( +7.1)
(50 and over) (under 40)

V44 Male or Female 38.03 4 <.00001 Liberal Arts( +17.2) Business( +11.6)
1/4 female) (male)

V45 Highest degree 91.68 8 <.00001 Liberal Arts( +6.8) Vac/Tech( +19.2)

(Ph.D.) (B.A. or less)
[Minimum expected frequency 1 5.0.1

Table 12: CM Square Analysis [N=3141
Professional Profile: New and Old Part-timers"

Variable

1'26 Day or Evening

V29 Hours teaching

V30 Number of classes

V32 Hope teach

V33 Vocational or Academic

V34 Work full-time

V39 Teach full-time

V38 Teach part-time

V43 Age

V44 Male or Female

V45 Highest degree

Chi Square Of Significance )10 yrs
(res.)
+15.1
(eve.)

36.12 3 <.00001

19.38 9 .02

.18 3 .98

13.29 3 .004

5.91 3 .116

19.12 3 .0003

11.76 3 .008

13.45 3 .004

40.86 6 <.00001

14.89 3 .002

1.94 6 .92

[Minimum expected frequency 5.0.]

6-10 2-5 s1 yr
(res.) (res.) (rim)

+17.9
(day)

+8.1
(13hrs)

+10.3
( >7hrs)

-3.2 +14.4

+9.8 -15.8

+4.2 -8.6

-9.2 +8.1

+ 15.0 +12,4
( /50) (<40)
+10.6 +12.0
( male) (female)

13'4
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Table 13: Chi Square Analysis IN*N3141
Professional Profile: "Hopeful Full-timers"

Variable CM Square DF Significance "Hopeful Full-time"

V25 Length teaching PT 13.29 3 .004 +14.4 (up to 1 year)

V26 Day or Evening 14.30 1 .0002 +14.6 (day)

V29 Hours teaching 16.11 3 .001 +13.1 (over 7 hrs)

V30 Numbr of classes 4,21 2 .12

V33 Vocational or Academic 18.96 1 .00001 +18.4 (academic)

V34 Work full-time 27.34 1 4.00001 -22.6

V39 Teach full-time .33 1 .56

V38 Teach part-time 25.29 1 4.00001 +20.9

V43 Age 11.86 2 .003 +2.9 (under 40)

V44 Male or Female 15.26 1 .00009 +16.6 (female)

V45 Highest degree 23.02 2 .00001 +13.3 (M.A.)

[Minimum expected frequency t 5.4 ]

Table 14: Chi Square Analysis [N=3141
Professional Profile: Vocational and Academic

Variable Chi Square DF Significance Yoc. (residual) Aced. (residual)

V25 Length teaching PT 5.91 3 .12

V26 Day or Evening 5.70 1 .02 +9,1 (evening) +9.1(day)

V29 Hours teaching 5.80 3 .12

V30 Number of classes 8.04 2 .02 +6.9 (3 or more) +5.1 ( 2 classes)

V32 Hope teach full-time 18.96 1 .00001 -18.4 + 18.4

V34 Work full-time 7.02 1 .008 + 11.3 -11.3

V39 Teach full-time 2.06 1 .15

Y38 Teach part- time 15.27 1 .00009 -16.1 + 16.1

V43 Age .69 2 .71

V44 Male or Female 5.16 1 .02 +9.5 (male) +9.5 (female)

VIE Highest degree 94.34 2 4.00001 +39.2 (BA/less) +23.8 (M.A.)

[Minimum expected frequency 1 5.0.]
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Table 15: Chi Square Analysis M=3141
Professional Profile: Male and Female

Variable Chi Square OF Significance Female (residual)
V25 Length teaching PT 14.89 3 .002 +12.0 (up to 1 yr)

V26 Day or Evening 10.62 1 .001 +12.5 (day)

V29 Hours teaching 7.20 3 .07

V30 Number of classes 1.86 2 .39

V32 Hope teach full-time 15.26 1 .00009 +16.6

V33 Vocational or Academic 5.16 1 .02 +9.5 (acad.)

V34 Work full-time 24.03 1 <.00001 -21.0

V39 Teach full-time 2.08 1 .15

V38 Teach pert-time 10.32 1 .001 +13.3

V43 Age 1.67 2 .43

V45 Highest degree 15.17 2 .0005 +16.7 (M.A.)

[Minimum expected frequency / 5.0.1

Table 16: Chi Square Analysis IN=3141
Professional Profile: Day and Evening

Variable Chi Square OF Significance Day (residual)
V25 Length teaching PT 36.12 3 <.00001 +17.9 (up to lyr)
V29 Hours teaching 21.97 3 .000G7 +13.6 (over 7 hrs)

Y30 Number of classes 11.12 2 .004 +3.3 (3 or more)

V32 Hope teach full-time 14.30 1 .0001 +14.6

V33 Vocational or Academic 5.70 1 .02 +9.1 (Acad.)

V34 Work full-time 18.14 1 .00002 -16.5
V39 Teach full-time 8.05 1 .005 -7.3
V38 Teach part-time 8.17 1 .004 +10.7

V43 Age 8.24 2 .02 +9.7 (under 40)

V44 Male or Female 10.62 1 .001 +12.5 (female)

V45 highest degree 1.79 2 .41

[Minimum expected frequency / 5.0.1

Male( residual)

+ 10.6 (over 10yrs)

+ 12.5 (eve.)

-16.6

+9.5 (vat)

+21.0

- 13.3

+ 10.3 (B.A.)

Eve. (residual)

+ 15.1 (over 10yrs)

+ 10.7 (up to 3 hrs)

+ 12.3 (I class)

- 14.6

+9.1 (Voc.)

+ 16,5

+7.3

-10.7

+7.5 (50 and over)

+ 12.5 (male,
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Table 17: Chi Square Analysis [N-3141
Professional Profile: "Moonlighters"

Chi Square DF Significance "Ma .nlightersIresidual)
V25 Length teaching PT 19.12 3 .0003 +9.8 (6-10 yrs)
V26 Day or Evening 18.14 1 .00002 +16.5 (Evening)

V29 Hours teaching 22.88 3 .00004 +15.0 (up to 3 hrs)

V30 Number of classes 4.51 2 .10

V32 Hope teach full -time 27.34 1 <.00001 -22.6
V33 Vocational or Academic 7.03 1 .008 +11.3 (Vocational)

V39 Teach full-time 5.30 1 .02 +6.6

V38 Teach part-time 27.17 1 <.00001 -21,8
V43 Age .92 2 .63

V44 Male or Female 24.03 1 (.00001 +21.0 (male)

V45 Highest degree 26.46 2 <.00001 +18.3 (B.A.)

[Minimum expected frequency t 5.0.1

Table 18: Chi Square Analysis [141=3141
Professional Profile: `Full -time Teachers`

Variable CM Square DF Significance Full-time Teachers (residual)
V25 Length teaching PT 11.77 3 .008 +4.2 (over 10 yrs)

V26 Day nr Evening 8.05 1 .005 +7.3 (evening)

V29 Hours teaching 4.25 3 .24

V30 Number of classes .01 1 .90

V32 Hope teach full-time .33 1 .56

Y33 Vocational or Academic 2.06 1 .15

V34 Work full-time 5.30 1 .02 +6.6

V38 Teach part-time 15.14 1 .0001 -10.4

V43 Age 4.16 2 .12

V44 Male or Female 2.08 1 .15

V45 Highest degree 6.27 2 .04 +7.0 (M.A.)

[Minimum expected frequency
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Table 19: Chi Square Analysis IN=3141
Professional Profile: "Freeway Fliers"

Variable CM Square DI Significance 'Freeway FliersIresidual)
V25 Length teaching PT 13.45 3 .004 +8.1(2-5 yrs)

V26 Day or Evening 8.17 1 .004 +10.7 (Day)

V29 Hours teaching 6.24 3 .10

V30 Number of classes .86 1 .35

V32 Hope teach full-time 25.29 1 (.00001 +20.9

V33 Vocational or Academic 15.27 1 .00009 +16.1(Academic)

V34 Work full-time 27.17 1 (.00001 -21.8

V39 Teach full-time 15.14 1 .0001 -10.4

V43 Age 2.64 2 .27

V44 Male or Female 10.32 1 .001 +13.3 (female)

V45 Highest degree 17.42 2 .0002 +17.0 (M.A.)

[Minimum expected frequency t 5.0.1

Characteristic

Division T

Math & Science

Business

Career

Liberal Arts

Voc/Technical

New Pert-timer

alegrkl- Lael

Hopeful-FT

Y-TAJS6601

Male & Female

P.ey & Evening

Moonlighters

FIDIEINcal

FrOwev Fliers

Table 20: Summary Table Chi Square Analysis
Professional Profiles

Long Day/ Hrs No. Hope Voc/ Work Teach Teach Age M/F Degrce
Teach Eve Teach Class FT Aced. FT FT PT

Eve

Day

- + Acad. +

Voc

Day + + - - + -

Eve - + + ... +

- Day + Aced.

A-Day V+ A+ V+

11+ M-Eve F+ F-Ac. mi.

D+ D+ D+ D+ D-Ac. E+

+ Eve - Voc

+ Eve +

- Eve + Aced.

1 21;

-

A+

F+

E+ D+ E+ D-F

+ - M

M.A.

F M.A.

F

F

A-F

M.A.

A+

F+



yam, vol in
Mop,

1. Involved

2. Not Involved

Column Total
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Table 21: Chi Square Analysis [N=25631]
Involvement in Division and in College

Y2 Involvement innivi ion

1. Involved

126
EF=86.9
Residual=39.1

40
EF=79.1

Residual,. -39.1

166
64.8%

2. Not Involved

8
EF=47.1

Residual= -39.1

82
EF=42.9
Residual-39.1

90
35.2%

Row Totals

134
52.3%

122
47.7%

256
100%

Chi-Squere: 105.07 Degrees of Freedom: 1 Significance: <.00001
*Includes all faculty who were not new in the semester the survey was taken.

Table 22: Chi Square Analysis [N-2419]
Desire for More Involvement in Division and College

Y23 More Involvement in givi sign

Y_22_llore Involvement
in College 1. Yes 2. No Row Totals

1. Yes 140 6 146
EF=96.3 EF=49.7 60.6%
Residual=43.7 Residual= -43.7

2. No 19 76 95
EF=62.7 EF=32.3 39.4%
Residual= -43.7 Residual=43.7

Column Totals 159 82 241
66.0% 34.0% 100%

Chi-Square: 147.66 Degrees of Freedom: 1 Significance: (.00001
*Includes all faculty who were not new in the semester the survey was taken.

13 4)
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Table 25: Chi Square Analysis [14=226*1
Desire to Meet Faculty and Desire for More Involvement in College

matfixe inveiveit in cm lase

nulgtt faculty 1. Yes 2. No Row Totals

1. Yes 99 20 119
EF=73 2 EF=45.8 52.7%
Residual= 25.8 Residual= -25.8

2. No 40 67 107
EF=66.8 EF=41.2 47.3%
Residual= -25,8 Residual= 25.8

Column Totals 139 87 226
61.5% 38.5% 100%

Chi-Square: 49.94 Degrees of Freedom: 1 Significance: (.00001
*Includes all faculty who were not new in the semester the survey was token.

Table 26: Chi Square Analysis INI-224*1
Desire to Meet Faculty and Desire for More Involvement in Division

YlltbrilnyabamonLiallvitan
Y13 fleelfmlii 1. Yes 2. No Row Totals

1. Yes 99 17 116
EF=77.7 EF =38.3 51.8%
Residual= 21.3 Residual= -21.3

2. No 51 57 108
EF=72.3 EF=35.7 48.2%
Residual= -21.3 Residual= 21.3

Column Totals 150 74 224
67.0% 33.0% 100%

CM-Square: 36.74 Degrees of Freedom: 1 Significance: (.00001
*Includes all faculty who were not new in the semester the survey was taken.

') 6t.
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Table 27: Chi Square Analysis EN- 259 ']
Guidance from Division Dean with Involvement

Variable Chi Square DF Sir Wit:mice Received Ouidence(residuel)

V9 Talk Div. Dean 7.13 2 .03 +5.6

V10 Talk Dept. Chair 4.03 2 .13

V11 Talk Faculty 1.11 2 .57

Y13 Like meet faculty 2.78 1 .10

V14 Guidance FT faculty 30,67 1 <.00001 +10.1

Y17 Memos Div, Dean 1.95 1 .16

V18 Attend meetings 2.87 1 .09

V20 College Involvement 15.44 1 .00009 +14.4

V21 Division Involvement 15.11 1 .0001 +13.6

V22 Want more inv. Coll. 3.60 1 .06

V23 Want more inv. Div. 2.63 1 .10

[Minimum expected frequency 1 5.01
* Includes all faculty who were not new in the semester the survey was taken.
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Table 28: Discriminant Analysis [Nus198*]
Involvement Profile by Division Type

Division Prior Correctly Predicted
Probability Oroup Members

11.1X
75.5%
46.9%
47.2%
51.5%

50.51% of grouped cases correctly classified.

1. Math & Science 13%
2. Business 27%
3. Career 16%
4. Liberal Arts 27%
5. Voc/Tech 172

StrMcture rietrigligidgtWithietlEgtigtritgrinegilnginthgem
DI r I il F

Variables Function I Function 2 Function 3
V9 Talk Div. Dean -.06 .65 .07
V 10 Talk Dept. Chair .27 .67 -.18
V I I Talk to Faculty .62 .08 .27
V13 Like Meet Faculty -.11 .15 .61
V14 Guidance FT Faculty .25 .05 -.33
V16 Guidance Div. Dean -.12 .17 -.15
V17 Memos DIY. Dean .20 -.13 -.05
V18 Attend Div. Meetings .51 .18 -.32
V20 Involved College -.11 .27 -.36
V21 Involved Div. -.007 .38 -.40
V22 Want more Inv. Coll -.09 .20 .41
V23 Went more Inv Div. -.06 .44 .44

1m i t v ed t

Division Type Function I Function 2 Function 3
1. Math & Science -.37 .22 -.29
2. Business .9! .07 .36
3. Career -.76 -.77 .27
4. Liberal Arts .27 -.09 -.51
5. Voc/Tech -.96 .61 .23

cgaggiolliggritaimUncliggi

Values Function I Function 2 Function 3
Eigenvalue .55 .17 .14
Percent of variance 62.40 19.51 15.94
Canonical Correlation .60 .38 .35
Wilks' Lambda .47 .73 .86
Chi-squared 141.42 58.49 28/14
Degrees of Freedom 48 33 20
Significance (.0001 .0041 .09

* Includes ell faculty who were not new in the semester the survey was taken.
Of 269 Inoue, 61 hod of knot ono mieptel Fifeertmineting variable.
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Table 29: Multiple Regression Analysis** EN=259*1
Involvement Profile: "New and Old Part-Timers"***

Variable Beta T Probability
V23 Want more inv. Division -.26 -4.43 <.00001

V 10 Talk Dept. Chair -.15 -2.54 .0118

R=.30 R square=.09 Pairwise N= 223

* Includes all faculty who were not new in the semester the survey was taken.
**Last step. stepwise regression.
***Old part-timers results in table: those who have been teaching over 5 years.

Table 30: Multiple Regression Analysis** IN=259*1
Involvement Profile: "Hopeful Full-timers"

Variable Beta T Probability
V23 Want more inv. Div. .23 3.71 .0003

VI3 Like meet faculty .21 3.43 .0007

V I 0 Talk Dept. Chair .17 2,95 .0035

VI7 Memos Div. Dean .12 2.03 .0429

R=.41 11 square=.17 Pairwise N= 223

* Includes all faculty who were not new in the semester the survey was taken.
**Last step, stepwise regression.

Table 31: Multiple Regression Analysis** [N=259*1
Involvement Profile: "Vocational and Academic"***

Variable Beta T Probability
V21 Division Involvement .17 2.61 .0097

V23 Went more inv. Div. -.17 -2.76 .0062

V18 Attend Division Meetings .13 2.02 .0446

R=.29 11 square=.09 Pairwise N= 223

* Includes all faculty who were not new in the semester the survey- was taken.
**Last step, stepwise regression.
*** Vocational faculty results in table.
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Table 32: Multiple Regression Analysis** EN-259*1
Involvement Profile: Day and Evening***

Variable Beta T Probability
V10 Talk Dept. Chair -.18 -2.86 .0046

V18 Attend Division Meetings -.14 -2.32 .0209

R =.25 R square=.06 Pairwise N= 223

* Includes all faculty who were not new in the semester the survey was taken.
**Last step, stepwise regression.
*** Evening faculty results in table.

Table 33: Multiple Regression Analysis** [14=259*1
Involvement Profile: "Moonlighters"

Variable Bete T Probability
V11 Talk Faculty -.12 -1.99 .0471

R=.12 R square- .02 Pairwise N= 223

* Includes all faculty who were not new in the semester the survey was taken.
**Last step, stepwise regression.

Table 34: Multiple Regression Analysts** [14=259*1
Involvement Profile: "Full-time Teachers"

Variable Beta T Probability
V16 Guidance Division Dean -.13 -2.18 .0303

11-.13 R square-.02 Pairwise N" 223

* Includes all faculty who wei a not new in the semester the survey was taken.
**Last step, stepwise regression.
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Table 35: Discriminant Analysis IN-283*]
Professional Profile by Division Type

Division Prior Correctly Predicted
Probability Oroup Members

1. Math & Science 13% 52.8%
2. Business 27% 63,6%
3. Career 20% 31.0%
4. Liberal Arts 26% 84.9%
5. Voc/Tech 14% 64,13
61.13% of grouped cases correctly classified.

Variables

Mructure Matrix: Pooled Within-Orem Correlations between
*les t, F t ns

Function 1
-Academics"

FUnction 2 Function 3
"Moonlighters--FT Teachers"

V25 Length of Teaching -.22 .38 .19
V26 Day or Evening -.19 .58 .17
V29 Hours per week FC .13 -.51 .56
V30 Different classes FC -.03 -.41 .19
V32 Hope full-time .25 -.27 -.03
V33 Vocational /Academic .87 ,33 .13
V34 Work in Profession -.26 .47 .02
V39 Teach full-time .08 .07 .52
V38 Teach part-time .25 -.21 -.27
V43 Age -.11 .37 -.06
V44 Bender .26 -.41 -.33
V45 Highest degree earned .45 .19 -.36

1 1 1 ri1111 ins
Division Tyne Function 1

'Academics"
Function 2 Function 3
'Moonlighters" "FT Teachers"

1. Meth & Science .75 .38 .97
2. Business -.56 .75 -.32
3. Career -.25 -.76 -.20
4. Liberal At is 1.39 -.16 -.17
5, Voc /Tech -1.81 -.39 .36

Values

Eigenvalue
Percent of Vsrience
Canonical Correlation
Wilke' Lambda
Chi -mitred
Degrees of Freedom

Significance

Danunicitlllisdatinsillundiana

Function 1
"Academics"

Function 2
-Moonlighters"

1.14 .33
68.08 19.48

.73 .50
.29 .62

337.83 129.86
48

(.0001
33

(.0001
143

* Of 314 cases, 31 had at leeet one missing discriminating variable.

Function 3
TT Teachers"

.19
11.08

.40

.82
2.68

20
.0001
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Table 36: Multiple Regression Analysis** (14=3141
Professional Profile: "New and Old Part-timers"***

Variable Beta T Probability
V26 Day or Evening (evening-positive) .27 5.20 <.0001

V43 Age .29 6.03 <.0001

V44 Male or Female (female= positive) -.13 -2.66 .0082

V30 Number of classes .16 3.28 .0011

V34 Work full-time .14 2.67 .0080

V39 Teach full-time .10 2.00 .0460

R=.54 R square=.30 Pairwise N= 302

**Last step, stepwise regression.
***Old part-timers results in table: those who have been teaching more than 5 yaars.

Table 37: Multiple Regression Analysis** [N=3141
Professional Profile: "Hopeful Full-timers"

Variable Beta T Probability
V34 Work full-time -.14 -2.46 .0143

V38 Teach part-time .18 3.39 .0008

V45 Highest degree .21 4.02 .0001

V29 Hours teaching .17 3.19 .0016

Y25 Length teaching part-time -.13 -2.55 .0111

R=.46 R square -.21 Pairwise N= 302

**Last step, stepwise regression.

Table 38: Multiple Regression Analysis** EN=3141
Professional Profile: "Vocational and Academic" * **

Variable Beta T Probability
V45 Highest degree -.45 -9.27 (.000

V38 Teach pert -time -.19 -3.86 .0001

V39 Teach full-time -.11 -2.z1 .0226

Rut.52 R square=.27

**Lest step, stepwise regression.
*** Vocational faculty results in table.

Pairwise N= 302

144
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Table 39: Multiple Regression Analysis** IN=3141
Professional Profile: Male and Female***

Variable Beta T Probability
V34 Work full-time -.20 -3.53 .0005

V25 Length teaching part-time -.16 -2.97 .0032

V32 Hope teach full-time .13 2.24 .0260

R=.35 R square=.12

**Last step, stepwise regression.
*** Female faculty results in table.

Pairwise N= 302

Table 40: Multiple Regression Analysis** [N=3141
Professional Profile: Day and Evening***

Variable Beta T Probability
V25 Length teaching part-time ,32 6.03 <.0001

V29 Hours of teaching -.21 -3.89 .0001

V34 Work full-time .11 2.04 .0421

R=.44 R square=.19 Pairwise 11= 302

**Last step, stepwise regression.

*** Evening faculty results In table.

Table 41: Multiple Regression Analysis** [N=3141
Professional Profile: "Moonlighters"

Variable Beta T Probability
V32 Hope teach full-time -.14 -2.57 .0105

V38 Teach part-time -.19 -3.50 .0005

V44 Male or Female( positive-female) -.16 -2.92 .0037

Y29 Hours of teaching -.18 -3.47 .0006

V25 Length teaching part-time .13 2.54 .0115

R=.47 R square=.22

**Last step, stepwise regression.

145
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Table 42: Multiple Regression Analysis** 1N=3141
Professional Profile: "Full-time Teachers"

Variable Beta T Probability
V38 Teach pert -time -.22 -3.85 .0001

V25 Length teaching part-time .18 3.28 .0012

V33 Vocational or Academic( posttive=Ac.) .14 2.61 .0095

R=.31 R squwe=.09 Pairwise N= 302
**Last step, stepwise regression.

Table 43: Multiple Regression Analysis** IN=3141
Professional Profile: "Freeway Fliers * **

Variable Beta T Probability
V34 Work full-time -.19 -3.50 .0005

V32 Hope teach full-time .18 3.29 .0011

V39 Teach full-time -.19 -3.74 .0002

V33 Voctitional or Academic .16 3.08 .0023

R=.43 R square=.18 Pairwise N= 302

**Last step, stepwise regression.
***Old part-timers results in table.

Table 44: Multiple Regression Analysis** (N=259 *1
Involvement in College predicted with Involvement Variables

Variable Beta T Probability
V16 Guidance Div. Dean .20 3.39 .0008

V18 Atter,d meetings .15 2.54 .0114

V9 Talk Div. Dean .15 2.51 .0006

R -.33 R square -.11 Pairwise Nat 223

*Includes all faculty who were not new in the semester the survey was taken.
**Last step, stepwise regression.

146
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Table 45: Multiple Regression Analysis** [111=259*]
Involvement in Division predicted with Involvement Variables

Variable Beta T Probability
V18 Attend meetings .20 3.46 .0006

V16 Guidance Div. Deers .20 3.32 .0011

V9 Talk Div. Dean .14 2.36 .0190

11=1.35 It square=13 Pairwise N= 223

*includes all faculty who were not new in the semester the survey was taken.
**Last step, stepwise regression.

Table 46: Multiple Regression Analysis** Di=259*1
Desire More involvement in College predicted with Involvement Variables

Variable Beta T Probability
V13 Like meet faculty .44 8.00 <.0001

V14 Oujda= from FT faculty .14 2.59 .0102

R-.46 R square -.21 Pairwise N- 223

*Includes all faculty who were not new in the semester the survey was taken.
**Last step, stepwise regression.

Table 47: Multiple Regression Analysis** likl=259*1
Desire More Involvement in Division predicted with Involvement Variables

Variable Beta T Probability
V13 Like meet faculty .38 6.51 <.0001

11-.38 R square -.14 Pairwise N- 223

*Includes all faculty who were not new in the semester the survey was taken.
**Last step, stepwise regression.

Table 48: Multiple Regression Analysis ** [N =259 *]
Teaching Hours predicted with Involvement Variables

Variable Beta T Probability
V11 Talk Faculty .28 4.86 <.0001

V23 Want more inv. Div. .18 3.08 .0023

V18 Attend meetings .17 2.86 .0046

R-.38 It square-A 4 Pairwise N- 223

*includes all faculty who were not new in the semester the survey was taken.
**Lest step, stepwise regression. i A t'l
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Table 49: Multiple Regression Analysis** 114=3141
Teaching Hours predicted with Professional Profile Variables

Variable Beta T Probability
V34 Work full-time -.19 -3.29 .0011

V26 Day or Evening (Evening=positive) -.19 -3.37 .0008

V32 Hope teach full-time .16 2.74 .0065

V45 Highest degree -.11 -2.10 .0365

R=.37 R square=.14 PairwiseN= 302
**Lest step, stepwise regression.

Table 50: T-Test [N=3051
Teaching Hours of -Hopeful Full-timers"

(Pooled Variance Estimate)
V32 Hope FT Cases Mean St. Dev. T Value df 2-tail probability

Oroup 1: No 134 2.13 1.13 -4.04 303 <.001

Broup 2: Yes 171 2.67 1.19

Table 51: T-Test [N=3051
Teaching Hours of Vocational and Academic

(Pooled Variance Estimate)
Y33 Yoc /Academic Cases Mean St. Dev. T Value di' 2-tail probability

Oroup 1: Vocational 124 2.32 1.20 -1.45 303 .147

Oroup 2: Academic 181 2.52 1.19

Table 52: T-Test 1N1=3071
Teaching Hours of Male and Female

(Pooled Variance Estimate)
Y44 Male/Female Cases Mean St. Dev. T Value df 2-tail probability

Oroup 1: Male 182 2.29 1.19 -2.44 305 .015

Croup 2: Female 125 2.63 1.18

b
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Table 53: T-Test [N-309]
Teaching Hours of Day and Evening

(Pooled Variance Estimate)
V26 Day/Evening Cases Mean St. Dev. T Value df 2-tail probability

&cup 1: Day 82 2.94 1.15 4.69 307 <.001

Group 2: Evening 227 2.24 1.16

Table 54: T-Test [N=305]
Teaching Hours of "Moonlighters"

(Pooled Variance Estimate)
V34 Moonlighters Cases Mean St. Dev. T Value df 2-tail probability

Oroup 1: No 156 2.75 1.16 4.77 303 <.001

Oroup 2: Yes 149 2.12 1.14

Table 55: T-Test [N=3071
Teaching Hours of "Full-time Teachers"

(Pooled Variance Estimate)
V39 FT Teachers Cases Mean St. Dev. T Value df 2-tail probability

Oroup 1: No 270 2.41 1.21 -.49 305 .626

Oroup 2: Yes 37 2.51 1.10

Table 56: T-Test [N=310]
Teaching Hours of New and Old Part-Timers"

(Pooled Variance Estimate)
V25 Length Teaching Cases Mean St. Dev. T Value df 2-tail probability

Group 1: New-5 yrs 199 2.54 1.18 2.20 308 .029

Oroup 2: 6-15+ yrs 111 2.23 1.21

14 b
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Table 57: T-Test IN=3081
Teaching Hours of "Freeway Fliers"

(Pooled Variance Estimate)
V38 Fw Fliers Casts Mean St. Dev. T Value df 2-tail probability

Group 1: No 196 2.34 1.18 -1.82 306 .069

Group 2: Yes 112 2.60 ' .19

Table 58: T-Test [AI=155*1
Teaching Hours and College Involvement

(Pooled Variance Estimate)
V20 College Inv. Cases Mean St. Dev. T Value df 2-tail probability

Group 1: Yes 135 2.44 1.23 -.31 253 .757

Group 2: No 120 2.49 1.19
* Includes an faculty who were not new in the semester the survey was taken.

Table 59: T-Test [N=254111
Teaching Hours and Division Involvement

(Pooled Variance Estimate)
V21 Division Inv. Cases lean St. Dev. T Value df 2-tail probability

Group 1: Yes 166 2.43 1.22 -.59 252 .555

Group 2: No 88 2.52 1.21

* Includes all faculty who were not new in the semester the survey was taken.

Table 60: T-Test [11=241*1
Teaching Hours and Desire More Involvement in College

(Pooled Variance Estimate)
V22 More inv. College Cases Mean St. Dev. T Value df 2-tail probability

Group 1: Yes 147 2.60 1.21 1.54 239 .125

Group 2: No 94 2.35 1.23
* Includes all faculty who were not new in the semester the survey was Laken.

4 P" `.
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(Pooled Variance Estimate)
Y23 More inv. Division Cases Mean St. Dev. T Value df 2-tail probability

Group 1: Yes 158 2.66 1.21 2.62 237 .009

Oroup 2: No 81 2.23 1.19
* Includes all faculty who were not new in the semester the survey was taken.

Table 62: T-Test [N =246 *]
Teaching Hours and Talk to Division Dean

(Pooled Variance Estimate)
Y9 Talk to Div. Dean Cases Mean St. Dev. T Value df 2-tail probability

Oroup 1: Often 118 2.58 1.27 1.66 244 .099

Oroup 2: Infrequently 128 2.32 1.16
* includes all faculty who were not new in the semester the survey was taken.

Table 63: T-Test IN=209*1
Teaching Hours and Talk to Faculty

(Pooled Variance Estimate)
VI I Talk to Faculty Cases Mean St. Dev. T Value df 2-tail probability

Oroup 1: Often 154 2.79 1.17 4.83 207 <.0001

Oroup 2: Infrequently 55 2.91 1.14
* Includes all faculty who were not new in the semester the survey was taken.

Table 64: T-Test EINI=254*1
Teaching Hours and Attend Division Meetings

(Pooled Variance Estimate)
Y18 Attend Meetings Cases Mean St. Dev. T Value df 2-tail probability

Oroup 1: Yes 44 3.00 1.20 3.24 252 .001

Group 2: No 210 2.36 1.19
* Includes all faculty who were not new in the semester the survey was taken.
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